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ABSTRACT
The beginning of the twenty-first century is characterized by an unprecedented technological progress in every field
of human existence, the newest technologies have wide application not only in the military sphere but also in nonmilitary areas. A clear example of dynamic development of intelligent transport systems are Unmanned Aircraft
Systems (UAS), defined as a new kind of aviation - The Unmanned Aviation. This paper includes worldwide trends
of UAS development and the variant of national strategy for the development of the unmanned aviation, based on
the current possibilities of polish companies entering interalia, the Polish Armaments Group (PAG) in terms of
design, development, modernization and production of Unmanned Aircraft Systems.

KEYWORDS: Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS), UAS Development Strategy

1. Introduction
The new kind of aviation, which becomes the „Unmanned
Aviation” so called Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) is a special
inspiration for many aviation experts around the world. This is
expressed among other things in a bid to develop a series of concepts
and projects in the various countries and institutions, aimed at the
application of UAS in every aspect of social life. From a few decades,
unmanned aviation is one of the most dynamically developing
technology in the contemporary world.
The main argument of UAS usage for military purposes beyond
WKHLUFRPEDWHIIHFWLYHQHVVLVDVLJQL¿FDQWUHGXFWLRQLQWKHGHJUHHRI
ULVNWDNHQE\KXPDQIDFWRURQWKHFRQWHPSRUDU\EDWWOH¿HOG$QRWKHU
major argument of development and widespread use of UAS, in both
the military and civilian services is the fact, that the lion’s share of
accidents and aircraft crashes, is caused by human factor and less
RIWHQE\WKHWHFKQLFDOSUREOHPV)XUWKHUPRUHLWLVHVWLPDWHGWKDWWKH
UAS systems are about 30% cheaper than manned aircraft, mainly
GXHWRWKHOHQJWK\DQGFRVWO\ÀLJKWFUHZWUDLQLQJ
To enable the development and application of unmanned
aviation for military and civilian purposses, it is necessary to
GHYHORSWKHVSHFL¿FRUJDQL]DWLRQDOOHJDODQGWHFKQLFDOVROXWLRQV
*LYHQWKHIDFWWKDWERWKPDQQHGDQGXQPDQQHGDLUFUDIWDUHÀ\LQJ
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in the same airspace, they should strive to adapt allready existed
UXOHVDQGSURFHGXUHVDSSOLFDEOHWRPDQQHGDYLDWLRQ Therefore, we
should not focus on the development of a new aviation law, but
on the skilful adaptation of such a law to the unmanned aviation
HQYLURQPHQW7KHQHFHVVDU\FRQGLWLRQIRU8$6ÀLJKWVLQDFRPPRQ
airspace, is the application of appropriate avionics devices and the
latest technology sensors, which effectively replace the pilot on
ERDUGRI8$9SURYLGLQJWKHUHTXLUHGOHYHORI)OLJKW6DIHW\LQWKH
VSHFL¿HGDLUVSDFHFODVVHV
7KH PDLQ WHFKQRORJLFDO SUREOHP FRQGLWLRQLQJ WKH VDIH ÀLJKWV
execution of manned and unmanned aircraft in the common airspace,
is the use of appropriate collision avoidance systems and separation
PLQLPD +RZHYHU WKHUH LV VWLOO DQ RSHQ TXHVWLRQ KHUH" :KHWKHU
the system should support the UAV pilot and ATC controller in the
process of ensuring the self execution of airborne missions, or to
RSHUDWHDXWRQRPRXVO\ZLWKRXWWKHLQÀXHQFHRIKXPDQIDFWRU"
This issue is still in the realm of research and development of
world experts in this domain. Assuming, that still human factor
not the system, will be responsible for ensuring the flight safety of
manned and unmanned aviation in classified airspace, the solution
to this problem is becoming obvious. Collision avoidance systems
should be designed to have the technological capacity to supply
man with all the necessary information related to the air situation
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in his area of responsibility. Based on this, the UAV pilot and ATC
controller should realise they tasks in a safety manner.
But what happens, when the lack of communication and data
link system will occure?

2. The global trends of UAS
development
Transport Systems Telematics is an area of human activity that
provides continuous technological development of all kinds of
transportation means in contemporary world.
It fits perfectly into the global development trends of Unmanned
Aircraft Systems, which determines rapid technological progress
in the following areas:
tHuman – Machine Interfaces;
tMiniaturization and Maximization of UAS Constructions;
tAutonomy of Collision Avoidance Systems;
tDevelopment of non-military applications;
tDevelopment of undetectable constructions;
tLaser based communications;
tDevelopment of satelite information services;
tDevelopment of USV (Unmanned Space Vechicle);
tPassanger transport;
tImpact on every aspect of human life.
One of the main areas of the world’s scientific research and
technology development, including unmanned aviation is the
interface: the man (UAV - Unmanned Aerial Vehicle pilot) - machine
(UAV) - the environment (ground, air). A man working in a variety
of conditions, shows a remarkable ability to adapt in the working
environment.
This feature allows it appropriate response and control in
unforeseen circumstances. Unfortunately, the negative side of the
human factor is the possibility of committing a series of errors. The
point is to develop an open system of interaction between man and
machine, system which will allow continuous reduction of the UAV
pilot negative influence on the UAV functional systems (Fig.1.).
Therefore this issue is the subject of continuous research of
PDQ\ VFLHQWL¿F FRPPXQLWLHV LQ WKH ZRUOG7KH PRGHO IRU 8$9
pilot’s reliability analysis as an element of the UAV system, was
based on a model of human activities, with particular emphasis on
the interaction between man and the environment as a dynamic
IDFWRURIWKHFRQVLGHUHGWUDQVSRUWSURFHVV
Based on information coming from the working environment,
the UAV pilot is expected to behave (react) correctly, depending
on the processes occurring in the UAV system and environment
LQZKLFKWKH8$9PRYHV )DFWRUVLQÀXHQFLQJWKHDELOLW\WRSURSHU
manage (control) the system are called shaping factors of the
8$9SLORWDFWLYLW\6SHFL¿HG2SHUDWLQJ(QYLURQPHQWRIWKH8$6
LV FUHDWLQJ E\ VLWXDWLRQDO IDFWRUV WKH GHJUHH RI GLI¿FXOW\ RI WKH
WDVNDQGWKHRUJDQL]DWLRQDODQGWHFKQLFDOFRQGLWLRQV
To improve individual working conditions of the UAV pilot, it is
QHFHVVDU\WRWDNHLQWRDFFRXQWDVSHFWVVXFKDVSK\VLRORJLFDOHI¿FLHQF\
LQGLYLGXDOSUHGLVSRVLWLRQDQGUHVLVWDQFH7KHRUJDQL]DWLRQDOVWUXFWXUH
RIWKH8$6VKRXOGGH¿QHWKHGLIIHUHQWW\SHVRIH[WHUQDOPRWLYDWLRQ
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including the creation of opportunities for making independent
GHFLVLRQVDQGDYRLGLQJDQ\SRVVLEOHGDQJHU
External factors are formed generally by organizational and
technical conditions. Internal factors shaping UAV pilot activity, are
divided in to ability of the physiological and psychological capabilities.
As part of the improvement of human action is necessary to consider
those factors which most significantly affect proper operation. The
external factors affecting UAV pilot including working environment,
in particular the equipment of the system, the rules and management
procedures and physical conditions. Internal factors are related to
individual predispositions and abilities of UAV pilot such a skills,
motivation and professional experience.
The direct impact on those factors have the following psychological
and physiological processes:
tperception or signal detection by stimulation and conscious
functions;
tinterpretation through the use of knowledge needed to quickly
assess the situation.

Fig.1. Direct and indirect conditions of UAV pilot operation [own study]

In complex aviation systems (pilot - UAV - ground components
- environment), human error is a common cause of unproper
system work and as a consequence of an air accident. The human
factor can be both, an initiator and promoter of accident, but also
an element of mitigating its effects. UAV pilot error is difficult to
predict due to significant differences in activity between pilots in
certain circumstances. UAV pilot can fulfill a variety of functions in
many different ways, in a much more diverse conditions than any
other component of UAS.
Taking into account the above considerations, the integration
of man and machine is still open subject, requiring coordinated
research, which will allow on the steady progress in this area.
UAS miniaturization will oscillate in support of the activities of a
single soldier on the modern battlefield, reconnaissance, tracking,
following and protection of people and property (Fig.2.).
In contrast, the process of maximizing design will focus on unmanned
cargo transport, sized fuel tankers for Air to air Refueling (AAR) and
on military unmanned strike combat aircraft of the unprecedented
firepower. Development of „Cargo” UAS will focus mainly on possibilities
of carrying as much as possible payloads, and ensuring long service
life. Unmanned aircraft already are characterized by a large range and
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endurance as well as the continuous increase in the scope of use of the
different elements of airspace.

Fig. 4. Strike/Combat UAV „X – 47B Pegasus” [own study]

Fig. 2. NANO UAS „PD-100 BLACK HORNET” during close to combat
reality tests [own study]

Due to its robust construction, ample size and impressive
performance of one of the biggest world UAVs - RQ-4B Global
Hawk is under trial to extend the spectrum of functionality
in AAR (Fig.3.). The expanded scope of the implementation of
the Global Hawk is not only the military but also a wide range of
applications in the commercial use.
The „Joint Unmanned Combat Air System (J-UCAS)” is the
advanced stage of project development of unmanned strike platforms
built for the needs of the US Armed Forces such as the Boeing X-45C
and Northrop Grumman X-47B Pegasus (Fig.4.) UAS representing
reduced radar cross-section, to conduct deep-bomber strikes against
strongly defended objects, combat systems and air missile defense
of potential enemy. They can carry about 2500 kg of various kinds
of weapons, including modern bombs GBU-31 precision guided
through satellite systems. Their tactical parameters (tactical radius
of 2300 km / 1250 NM) allow to operate for two hours in the area
at a distance up to 1800 km / 970 NM from the airfield, at speed
of 0.67 Ma.

Fig. 3. HALE UAV “RQ 4 A/B Global Hawk” – air to air refueling [own study]

7RPHHWWKHVDPHFULWHULDRIÀLJKWVDIHW\DVWKHPDQQHGDYLDWLRQ
unmanned aircraft must be equipped with adequate collision
avoidance systems having further appropriate design solutions,
providing transmission of relevant information to UAV pilot being
located at GCS (Ground Control Station), allowing him on this
EDVLVWRE\SDVVWKHREVWDFOHUHPRWHO\FRQWUROOLQJWKHSODQH
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Currently the work on new generation advanced technology
collision avoidance systems, which will be featured in both manned
and unmanned aircraft, is continued. The leading project in this area is
MIDCAS (Mid-air Collision Avoidance System), whose main task is
to determine (indicate) an appropriate technology, make a significant
contribution to the issues of standardization (normalization) and to
demonstrate that a substantial part of this project, a system of „Sense
and Avoid” - (detect, think and skip obstacle), designated for UAS,
will be able to meet requirements of the collision avoidance and
separation standards for air traffic in Non-segregated airspace.
„Sense and Avoid” technology is developed in the same direction
as previously used in regular manned aviation systems such collision
avoidance TCAS/ACAS, or on the basis of the work of appropriate
on-board units, that detect danger of collision (reception of signals
from transponders for aircraft operating modes A/C and S) and
transmitting adequate information to UAV pilot in the GCS with a
suggested solution to solve the problem.
Simultaneously, it is foreseen the development of this technology
in the direction of the autonomous operation mode (maneuver
without interference from UAV pilot), but under the condition that
the autonomous system reaction would be no longer then response
of UAV pilot in an adequate situation. The primary objective pursued
by designers with collision avoidance systems is the development of
appropriate technological solutions that will allow the integration of
UAS with manned aviation, both in controlled airspace, uncontrolled
and on the ground aerodrome traffic.
However, no matter how advanced technologies and design
solutions will be used for the construction of collision avoidance
systems, remember that each device is unreliable and that the
human factor, not the system is responsible for flight safety.
Based on current technology and continuous progress in the
areas of information technology, computerization, miniaturization
and cryptology, it must be anticipated further dynamic development of
UAS in non-military areas. Analysis of current global development of
UAS programs for the purposes of national economy, shows making
increasingly bold attempts to adapt UAS for civil applications.
Successful attempts in use of UAS in non-military areas are
included the following groups of tasks:
tcommercial „Cargo” transport;
thuman aid transport;
tair search and rescue over land and sea;
t- suport of counter natural disaster:
a. floats and droughts;
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b. earthquakes and avalanches;
c. fires and hurricanes,
d. vulcanic erruptions – flights in the zone of volcanic ash.
tborder patrol:
a. detection of illegal migration;
b. countering all spectrum of smuggling.
tenvironmental protection:
a. sea tanker leaks;
b. industral waste;
c. polluted areas (biological, chemical, nuclear).
tclimat changes observation;
tweather conditions monitoring;
tproperty protection;
tdettering birds in airfield zones or FAORs (Fighter Area of
Ressponsibility);
tpolice actions (prevention, patroling).
It is also envisaged further development and improvement of
undetectable constructions, UAS avionics, including in particular
collision avoidance sensors and communication systems (the amount
of data needed for safe use of UAS in Non-segregated airspace may be
increased several tens of times compared to current standards). World
experts therefore focus on finding ways of increasing the possibility of
the flow of information. Increasingly advanced research conducted in
the field of laser communication with the prospect of its introduction
for use by 2025.
An interesting direction of the comprehensive development
of UAS is the construction and operation of the Unmanned Space
Vehicles (USV). They can revolutionize not only the life on the
ground but also in the universe. An example of advanced stage
of research and development prototype unmanned spacecraft is
„Boeing X-40A Space Maneuver Vehicle”, which has already done a
lot of suborbital test flights and can become the reusable spacecraft
in the future. Analyzing the further development of this type of
unmanned vehicles, it can be expected that soon they will be used,
even for the defense of the globe, eg. by sending USV in the direction
to large size asteroids approaching to terrestrial globe that could strike
the Earth and cause enormous destruction (extent of damage to the
outbreak huge atomic bomb). Thus bringing USV to collide with the
asteroid in space, resulting change of the flight path and consequently
safe bypass of our planet.
However, despite their present wide range of applications, it is
not expected to replace the manned platform by unmanned ones
in the future. They will rather complement them.

3. National strategy for UAS
development
In Poland the Armed Forces successfully utilize UAS MINI
category (Orbiter, Fly Eye, Scan Eagle) over ten years. Those
systems supported the activities of land forces and special forces
of Polish Armed Forces in the Afghan conflict.
All efforts to use unmanned platforms in non-military fields
are also successfully attempted. So far Poland has not developed
a single, national strategy for the development of UAS. However,
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there is a strategy of acquisition and use of UAS for military
purposes, described in the Technical Modernization Program
(TMP) designed for Polish Armed Forces.
To meet these challenges, polish industry comes with an offer
with indigenous products of the type of Fly Eye (WB Electronics)
(Fig.5.) and E-310 (Polish Armaments Group) (Fig.6.). Those offers
are complemented by foreign products from Israel, USA and
France.

Fig. 5. UAV Fly Eye (WBE) – MINI category [own study]

Fig. 6. UAV E-310 (PGZ) –Tactical Short Range category [own study]

Knowing the current operational needs of the Armed Forces
and the capabilities of Polish defense industry in the design
and manufacture of unmanned platforms it can be expected,
that the UAS development strategy in Poland will oscillate toward
an efficient manufacturing and rapid application of these systems
for the defense sector and for the national economy.
Both public and private entities of defense industry make an
effort to integrate into this new, most rapidly growing area of the
global industry, attracting domestic and foreign market.
Necessary condition for the implementation of these assumptions
is to produce technologically advanced products that meet the high
demands of potential customers, while being competitive in relation
to foreign producers. Based on a deep analysis of the achievements of
foreign armaments companies in this domain, we can expect specific
integration efforts of Polish industry, national academic and scientific
research in order to take this challenge.
Polish Armaments Group (PAG) as the largest defense company
in the country, offers a wide range of armaments, including unmanned
SODWIRUPV )LJ $WWKHVDPHWLPHDFWLYHO\SDUWLFLSDWHVLQVHYHUDO
programs of continued research and development of UAS, while
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taking care to create of more than ministerial „National Programme
for the Development and Construction of Unmanned Platforms”
LQWKHGLPHQVLRQRIDLUODQGDQGVHD
This may force a takeover the role of the Strategic Leader by
PAG, which would take on the task of effective consolidation of the
achievements of all interested in the topic organizations (eg. Ministry
of Defense, Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Economy, Ministry of
Treasury, defense industry, Polish Civil Aviation Agency, Polish Air
Navigation Services Agency, universities and research institutes).

This adopted concept of the future development strategy of UAS
in Poland, may help to take advantageous cooperation of Polish
defense industry sector with European and world wide countries
in this domain.
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ABSTRACT
The paper deals with additional applications of open radio transmission standards in railway systems related to safety
of trains. Presented in the paper new proposition is conception of anti – collision system, which assumes safety routes
both in the normal and extraordinary conditions. This solution based on wireless transmission standard and allows to
significantly reduce the probability of accident (collision) especially in serviced or modernized railway lines.

KEYWORDS: railway safety, SIL wireless transmission, open transmission standards

1. Introduction
Currently used railway data transmission generally based at
wire solutions. With reference to such type of transmission it is
essential adequate infrastructure. It is very important in rail line of
special significance. The problem can appears in regional rail lines
or in solutions which are unprofitable from point of economic view.
Since several years we can see dynamic implementation of wireless
transmission in rail applications. The wireless transmission or
radio network can be used everywhere, where is the problem with
construction of section of the traditional overhead lines. Over the
years, there were many conceptions and solutions which increase
functionality (moving block distance) [10] or safety (additional
warning system for drivers who are closing to level crossing, [1],
[2,9]). Such proposition can use public transmission standard like
WiFi or WiMax but also dedicated for rail GSM-R. In the case of
a dedicated GSM-R it is important, that public standards do not
introduce interference, [8]. The use of these standards is important
with reference to line in faze of modernization and regional lines
without remote control of dispatcher centre. All of the solutions
must meet dedicate rail standards, [4]. In the Fig. 1 the applications
of open transmission standards is shown, with location of proposed
additional system.
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Fig. 1. Concept of location [own study]

The safety has priority meaning and is connected with
investments in main rail lines. The problems can appears in a regional
lines. The authors proposed the conception which can increase the
safety in railway movement, especially at rail line about less importance.
The elements of such proposition is transmission between trains with
information about position which basis of GPS. In addition, the
conception assume sending additional information like speed, distance
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and movement direction. In the dangerous situation (possibility of
the collision at the same track) such solution allow to begin the safety
procedure. For analysis of this proposition authors proposed Markov
process, which are one of the analysis methods for rail systems, [9]. This
allows the estimation of characteristic parameters.

2. Open radio transmission in
rail applications
The application of radio transmission in rail systems allow
to working out and implementation new solutions. The open
transmission with public standards gives the new possibilities of
optimal and functional railway control and management. It also
gives the protection and management for the same level of safety,
which is defined in EU standards. Details of radio transmission
include special standard PN-EN 50159: 2011 (Railway Applications –
Communication, Signaling and Processing Systems. Safety – Related
Communication in Transmission Systems). This standard includes
information concern safety of transmission and communication. The
possibility to use the open radio transmission to increase the safety
in rail transport was shown in papers [3,5]. In the Fig. 2 is shown the
conception of warning system for drivers closer to cross level.

Fig. 3. The network range [own study]

Fig. 2. The conception of the additional warning system [own study]

Evaluation of the impact of additional messages on driver
behavior shown in paper [7]. An additional element which can
increase the safety in rail movement is system based at wireless
solutions like WiMax, WiFi, or public radio transmission. In a case
of regional lines, where speed is less than 120km/h, such solution
can be very helpful. Assuming, that minimal block distance
between trains is 1.6km, using transmission with distance of 10km
it may be sufficient, Fig. 3.
Installed additional panel in indicating cab can give
information about approaching train, or the approach to another,
Fig. 4. Additional information allow to identify train and show the
number of the track.

7PMVNFr*TTVFr/PWFNCFS

Fig. 4. The conception of addition system [own study]

The proposed solution does not interfere with the existing
railway infrastructure, and is not a part of the control management
of rail traffic. It can only be an additional system, which allow to
better evaluation of the situation by the train driver on the trail.
Current solutions allow for the preview only in dispatcher centre.
An algorithm of such solution is presented in Fig. 5. It is assumed,
that the time of one cycle is equal ~ 500ms.
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Fig. 7. Model with addition system [own study]

Fig. 5. An algorithm [own study]

3. Markov models for conception
In order to mathematical analyze the Markov processes were
proposed. Due to special characteristics of railway control and
management systems and restrictive regulations the Markow
processes comply with the railway standards, [9]. These processes
are the tool for safety analysis. Figure 6 shows the model of a
situation where there is no extra addition system.

In the model from Fig. 7 we can distinguish:
t0 - state of correct work
t1 - waiting on data about other train,
t2 - reception of critical data,
t3 - state of dangerous situations.
In the model from Fig. 7 individual indicators mean:
tλ - the intensity of applications – sent messages on the track,
tλ1- the intensity of critical applications,
tpF - the probability of critical situation,
tpFc - the probability of correct response
tμ - service time,
tμ1 - service time of critical situation,
tμ2 - the intensity of the move to the dangerous state,
tμ3 - time to return to the full efficiency.
In this situation the undesirable state is state 3. For this model
we can describe the general form of transmission matrix:

(2)

Fig. 6. Model without addition system [own study]

where
In the model from Fig. 4 we can distinguish:
t0 - state of correct work,
t3 - state of dangerous situation.
An undesirable state in such model is state 3. Solving the
differential equation the model from Fig. 6. we can write the
availability formula:

.

and differential equation:

(3)

(1)

where:
λ1 – the intensity of critical applications,
μ3 – time to return to the full efficiency.

Solving formula (3) and assuming the initial conditions the
probability of P3 equal:
(4)

In order to make the comparison, in the Fig. 7 is shown the
model with addition information system.
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We can also write the formula of the availability:
(5)

In order to make an analysis, in the Table 1 proposed the
following assumptions related to typical dispatcher data.

is dedicated to inland and road transport, [6]. On the basis of
conception of additional system for rail drivers, next stage will be
attempt of building and testing the system with use of public radio
transmission standards (free frequency band).
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Table 1.
L.p.

Parameter

Values

1.
2.

λ
λ1

12/h
λ1= λ*pF

3.
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4.

μ1

30/h

5.

μ2

6.

μ3

where pFC is the probability of correct reaction – 0.999
4h

In the Table 2 is presented the comparison of the calculation
for models from Fig. 6 and 7.
Table 2.
L.p.

Probability
of
dangerous
situation

The value of
availability A
without addition
system

The value of availability A
with addition system

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

0.001%
0.01%
0.1%,
1%
10%

0.999520
0.995223
0.954198
0.675676
0.172414

0.999999
0.999999
0.999998
0.999984
0.999846

4. Conclusion
The results confirm the assumption that the use of the proposed
solutions can help to increase the safety of trains movement.
Solutions based at wireless networks along with GPS data allow to
quick response in case of emergency. Implementation of a dedicated
GSM-R and additional solutions based on WiFi networks, public
radio or GSM, additionally can contribute to increase the level of
safety, [1]. The proposed model based at Markov processes allowed
to estimate the value of the availability and compare the estimated
results of the proposed models, [9]. An important issue in the case
of the use of open wireless networks is a problem of protection, but
using the appropriate security mechanisms of transmission in open
networks and using conventional transmission devices (eg. modems),
it is possible to achieve safety transmission in level SIL-4, [4].
Presented conception is a part of research work which is
realized by authors at the University of Technology and Humanities
in Radom. Currently realized by the team similar telematic solution
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the article is to offer some insight into the data flow architecture in the Tri-City’s integrated traffic
management system called TRISTAR. To that end selected elements of TRISTAR are identified and described as well
as the structure for collecting and exchanging data within different sub-systems. Finally, the article highlights how
the TRISTAR system can be extended by adding new elements and modules.in English.

KEYWORDS: Intelligent Transportation Systems, transport modelling,data collection

1. Introduction
The Tri-City’s TRISTAR system is one of Poland’s few
systems to have a dedicated regional architecture. The ITS
architecture ensures clear definitions of the system’s functional
and physical structure, logical links and organisational matters.
At present, two ITS architectures are used worldwide. One
of them is the so called US ITS architecture used by systems
implemented in North and South America. The other is the
E-FRAME European architecture. This architecture is used by
European and Australian systems as well as Chinese ones. The
E-FRAME architecture is also used in Poland, for example for
designing the National Traffic Management System, which is a
requirement of European law [3]. When building an ITS system
it is crucial to use a standardised architecture because it helps
to integrate the components. With a uniform logical, IT and
technical structure, data can be exchanged between different
system components. This ensures that the system stays open to
development and enlargement.
Smooth exchange and flow of data between different
systems or system components is necessary for efficient transport
management.
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2. Functional structure of
TRISTAR system
The system architecture defines a four-level, hierarchical
functional structure (levels of metropolitan, urban, zone and local
management). The level of urban management, also called the
strategic level or central management layer, covers urban traffic
management in the individual cities forming the Tri-City. This level
will be responsible for addressing the key demands of the individual
cities’ transport policies within the Tri-City Agglomeration. The
primary function of the central level, which is physically located
in the Transport Management Centres in Gdansk and Gdynia, is
the integration of all the systems included in the TRISTAR system
implementation [8,10]. The main components of the system
include the Urban Traffic Management System (UTMS), the Public
Transport Management System (PTMS) and Transport Planning
System (TPS).

2.1. Urban traffic management system
The Urban Traffic Management System is responsible for traffic
management within the city. It includes the Traffic Control System
designed to optimise the operation of traffic lights both locally and
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in the entire area. Using measurement devices (induction loops,
video detection), the control system optimises the operation
of traffic lights using different mathematical methods (Hill
climbing, genetic algorithms, cellular automats). The system is
used to change the control objective (to minimise stops, maximise
capacity, minimise queue length). Depending on the situation on
the roads a specific traffic management strategy will be deployed.
The system can optimise control parameters, i.e. offsets and splits
of green light in order to minimise the parameter identified in
the optimisation objective. The system minimises the so called
Performance Index which consists of the sum of three parameters
calculated for each signal group. They are traffic volume, number
of stops and queue length. By choosing the optimisation objective
the user can change the weight (importance) of a parameter and
by doing so change the resulting control parameters. While other
control objectives can also be added, first they must be studied to
understand how that objective will affect the road network. The
system helps to calculate traffic parameters at specific points by
using data from traffic measurement stations (e.g. momentary
vehicle speed, modal split, traffic volume, direction of traffic)
and on sections. Section data come from calculations made with
traffic models, i.e. BALANCE (based on genetic algorithms) and
DRIVERS (based on cellular automats). The models use data
from detection that feeds into a road network model developed
in the GIS technology and can calculate traffic parameters. The
BALANCE control system (balancing adaptive network control
method) uses genetic algorithms and helps to minimize the loss
of time, number of stops and length of queues in the designated
area [1][4]. At the same time the local control system called EPICS
takes control over each single junction. The model-based traffic
adaptive control method EPICS conducts optimisation based on
the current traffic situation via the status changes of the detectors.
(a deterministic model similarly to the TRANSYT model has
been developed for EPICS). Control optimization in EPICS is
performed in two steps. In the first step, stage sequence is fixed
(calculations carried out for the next 5 seconds using a modified
Branch-and-Bound algorithm). In the second step the fine tuning
takes place, i.e. the starting times of the interstages are optimized
with one second precision using the Hill-Climbing algorithm.
Horizon optimization is provided in 100 seconds forward [6].
Signals at intersections according to the defined weights may be
controlled more locally (EPICS) or in the network. BALANCE
developed by the German company GEVAS sends traffic
signal plans to controllers (at the macro model in the mediumand long-term periods of 5-15 min), the local level can use them
as fixed-time programmes or combine with actuated signal
programmes. The objective function for the optimization of the
BALANCE model can be dynamically created and modified, also
using weights that help to create it with a combination of multiple
optimisation criteria. For signal programmes the objective
function is calculated using the performance index PI, which uses
the measured or calculated parameters and their combinations for
the signal groups, such as delays, queue length and the number
of stops [2]. A component of DRIVERS by the GEVAS company
software enables the detection of conditions and disturbances in
traffic (it will be possible to extract the data from vehicles in the
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future) and an immediate demand to change signal settings in
response to a change in traffic. By using the cellurar automation
models it can also calculate current and make short term (15
minutes) prognoses about traffic conditions in each link of the
network model (GIS based model) [7,11].
In addition, the system supports priority demands sent by
public transport vehicles as described further in the article.
The objective of the Advanced Traveller Information System
is to inform drivers about the current traffic via Variable Message
Signs and Variable Message Boards [9]. Detection devices (ANPR
cameras, Bluetooth/ Wi-fi scanners) read the parameters they
need to identify vehicles (registration numbers, mac addresses of
devices) and assign them unique encoded identifiers. The module
for calculating travel time searches for the identifiers as they are
detected at the specific measurement stations and pairs them
(the module filters out unreliable data and rejects extreme speeds
measured in the particular period). Measurement stations set the
sections which make up the routes between different parts of the
Tri-City. Vehicle travel time data are used by variable message
boards and signs to inform motorists about:
ttravel time between different points across the Tri-City
ttraffic delays detected
trecommended detours.
In addition, ATIS data are used in the traffic incident detection
module (notifies the operator about traffic disruptions as a result
of an incident) on selected sections of the street network and as an
element of Traffic Control System algorithms for choosing a traffic
lights programme from the available programme library.
The Weather Parameters Measurements System (WPMS) is an
element of TRISTAR responsible for measuring weather parameters.
Located across the Tri-City, weather stations provide comprehensive
data about:
tcondition of roadway;
ttype and intensity of precipitations;
tair temperature;
ttemperature of roadway;
tstrength and direction of wind.
The data are used for informing motorists about hazards
(through the ATIS) using VMS and change driver behaviour
by e.g. reducing speeds in bad weather. Weather information is
also available online. Hazard information (slippery conditions,
strong wind) is passed on by text message or e-mail to designated
services responsible for road maintenance. Data from the system
can be passed on to the Traffic Control System and can be used
to minimalize impact of weather conditions into traffic network.
All of these systems are integrated. The master level uses a
set of tools for overseeing all the other TRISTAR elements. The
system consists of a set of different applications (the VT centre by
Gevas shown in Fig. 1. It can monitor all of TRISTAR’s devices.
The system sends commands to its particular sub-systems (e.g.
to traffic light controllers when a programme change is needed).
The system also stores information about its operation such as a
logbook of device messages and operator activity logbook.
To ensure that the sub-systems and solutions designed in different
WHFKQRORJLHV IRU GDWD UHFRUGLQJ LQ GLIIHUHQW GDWDEDVHV 2UDFOH 06
64/0\64/HWF are integrated, a special structure is used called
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WKH ,QWHJUDWLRQ 'DWDEDVH ,%'  ,W LV XVHG IRU H[FKDQJLQJ GDWD
between all sub-systems and passing them on for further processing
IRURSHUDWLRQDORUVWDWLVWLFDOSXUSRVHV

Fig. 1. View of operator’s application of the integrated system for
transport management [own study]

2.2. Public transport management system
As well as running the traffic management system, the Tri-City
also has a system for managing public transport. Within the system
each public transport vehicle (buses, trams, trolleybuses) has an OBU
on-board computer (On Board Unit) with the necessary components.
The main one is a GSM modem for communications with the Traffic
Management Centre. Equally important is a GPS antenna that helps
to locate the vehicle at any time and an RKZ antenna (short-range
radios) for communication between the vehicle and traffic lights
controllers. Radio connectivity is used to assign traffic lights priority
to public transport vehicles. When a vehicle reaches a designated spot
before a junction, it will notify a specific controller at the junction.
The controller then makes the decision whether priority should be or
can be given in relation to the programmed guidelines. The vehicle
and the Centre must communicate in order to determine whether the
vehicle is on track with the schedule. The first to use this information
are the public operator’s traffic controllers. They check actual progress
versus the timetable. Once processed, the information is sent to
passenger information boards at bus and tram stops. The boards
show the actual departure time of upcoming vehicles. In addition, the
actual location of the vehicle is used in the travel planner available on
the TRISTAR website and fixed travel planners in key points of the
Tri-City.

2.3. Transport planning system
One of the elements of TRISTAR is the Transport Planning
System (TPS) based on modelling tools in accordance with the
concept of multi-level transport model (MST) [5,11]. As part of
CIVITAS DYN@MO, a Gdynia-based project, analytical models
were developed that help to optimise transport management in
the city.
A macroscopic model of Gdynia was developed using the
VISUM software by PTV (Fig. 3). It offers a planning and analytical
tool for incidental analyses and helps to understand the effects of
e.g. road works on major roads, sports and cultural events on larger
parts of the city.
The mesoscopic model was developed in the SATURN package. It
supports a variety of traffic distributions. These include deterministic,
stochastic and elastic distributions that allow a feedback between the
process of traffic distribution in a street network and the demand for
transport (which means that reduced demand can be incorporated,
if travel costs change). This ensures that the analyses are reliable in
terms of availability and capacity of areas.
The microscopic model was developed in the PTV Vissim
software. It covers the entire TRISTAR catchment area and has
tools for importing data directly from the macroscopic model and
simulating the operation of the traffic control system at the local
level using the EPICS algorithm. It takes account of the BALANCE
area system.

Fig. 3. Macroscopic model of Gdynia [own study]
Fig. 2. Flow of data within the Public Transport Management System
[own study based on 7]
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3. Data flow in TRISTAR system

4. Extensions to TRISTAR

TRISTAR’s IT structure is centralised. The central element
of the system is the Integration Database (IBD). It is a complex
database for exchanging data between different systems in real time.
Communication between the IBD and TRISTAR elements occurs
in the duplex system. Each element is able to pass on information to
the IBD about its status, as an example. At the same time the central
system sends commands as it controls the TRISTAR infrastructure.
The job of the IBD is to:
tPass on information between systems. One such example is the
Driver Information System which needs weather information
collected by the Weather Parameters Measurement System
tPass on information to the system about the status of the devices.
The majority of ITS devices have their own auto-diagnostics, so
if there is an error, the device will inform the appropriate subsystems and eventually the TRISTAR operator. Tables of Module
Activity (TAM) are mechanisms implemented in the database.
Their job is to oversee connections with all devices. In case
communication with a device goes down, the system will inform
the operator.
tCollect data from the sub-systems and pass them on to databases
for aggregation and archiving (Date Warehouse).

The Tri-City’s TRISTAR does not have all the systems in place
that were originally planned for the entire Metropolitan Area. The
modules to be added include a module for detecting overloaded
vehicles (a system for weighing heavy goods vehicles) and a module
for directing trucks to car parks. Because of the Tri-City’s seaside
location, these modules are extremely important. The conurbation’s
two major and dynamically developing ports generate a lot of heavy
goods traffic. Using solutions for enforcing HGV regulations is key
for road safety, road infrastructure management (overloaded
vehicles damaging the infrastructure) and for the economy
(eliminating unfair competition). The ability to direct trucks to
dedicated car parks will be helpful with improving traffic in areas
close to the ports.
In the case of the first system, the city of Gdynia already has
a WIM (Weigh In Motion) device, developed in the pilot project
CIVITAS DYN@MO. It will serve as a basis for enlarging the whole
system. By integrating it with Tristar system, it will be possible
to send data to the other parts of the system, adding to their
functionality. One of the systems that can benefit from the data is
ATIS. Weigh-in-motion stations are equipped with cameras that
recognise registration plates (ANPR) and vehicle features (ARTR).
That way any violations by a truck can be fully documented. By
using information from the system, for example registration plates
data, we will be able to extend the area covered by road traffic
information (travel time) which is sent via VMS devices and the
website. In addition, vehicle numbers and modal split information
can be sent to the traffic management system and the related traffic
control system.
Recently, part of CIVITAS DYN@MO, the Gdansk University
of Technology has been working on an algorithm for Automatic
Traffic Incident Detection (ATID) using data from the traffic control
system. To that end junction detector data will be used as well as
data about the signal displayed on the signalling devices. Statistical
tools and neural networks are used to develop the algorithm. It
will help to detect junction incidents and inform system operators.
The information will also help to step up action to minimise the
consequences. As a result, rescue services will be able to get to the
accident scene faster and traffic disruptions will be managed more
effectively.
In terms of data flow, for both existing and new data, TRISTAR
can incorporate new elements. The incident detection system will be
complemented with a function that will direct rescue services to the
accident scene based on up-to-date traffic information. TRISTAR’s
implemented mechanisms can send information in real time about
the best (fastest) route and control parameters can be changed to
accommodate emergency services.
The next possible example of how the system could develop is
to implement solutions that will support communication between
the infrastructure and vehicles using it. One of the possibilities is
sending data about changing traffic lights to the vehicle. Another
possibility is to send up-to-date information about traffic to vehicle
satellite navigation systems with suggestions of a new route, if there
has been an accident.

Fig. 4. Flow of data between sub-systems. [own study based on12]

To ensure that the systems are integrated (data produced in
different formats) and can work together if new elements from new
manufacturers are added, Tables of Data Exchange (TWD) were
introduced. They contain subsequent information about system
states and subsequent values of system characteristic parameters
that are measured or calculated [12]. If new devices are added
that differ from the existing ones and produce data in a different
structure, they must come with a mechanism that allows the data to
be added to the existing TWD with a set data structure. Thanks to
its flexibility, this solution can read and record data in any TWD by
any sub-system. If new sub-systems are added, information can still
be read from the existing TWD, but a new TWD will be required
for storing information made available to other systems. The idea of
data flow and where the sub-systems are located is shown in Fig. 4.
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5. Conclusion
The architecture play essential role in developing ITS systems.
Thanks to it system can be open for new functionalities and solutions.
Architecture enables integration of different ITS systems. Need of
interoperability of ITS systems brought about creation of international
architectures such as US ITS architecture and E-FRAME, that
are now used worldwide. Thanks to centralized IT architecture
of TRISTAR system, all the subsystem can be connected with each
other. Connection between subsystems give possibility to develop
of new functionality of the system and its components (exp. WIM
ANPR cameras can be used to calculate travel time for ATIS system).
Free data flow between subsystems can improve functionality of ITS
system. Traffic is very complex process, lots of different factors have
impact on traffic reliability efficiency and safety. System development
that can take into account many of different parameters can make it
more useful and bring more profits for transport systems users.
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ABSTRACT
Dynamic positioning (DP) system is an automatic system allowing vessel to keep position or move along predetermined track using solely own propellers and thrusters. Position reference systems provide very accurate
position of vessel in relation to chosen points which is the key element of DP operations. Systems made by different
manufactures they have to use standardized data exchange protocols for proper communication.
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1. Introduction
Dynamic Positioning (DP) today is defined as computer
controlled system allowing vessel to maintain position or to move
along pre-determined track. This relatively new technology arose in
early 1960’s to answer demands from offshore oil and gas industry
exploring new hydrocarbon reservoirs located in deep waters
where jack-up platforms couldn’t be operated . Mooring systems
with multiple anchors were used for floating drilling units but at
depths greater than 500 m costs of such moorings were very high
and operations were difficult. Mobility of such drilling rigs was
severely limited. In 1961 small monohull drilling vessel “Cuss 1”
was launched and successfully carried out several coring drillings
in Gulf of Mexico at depth from 100 to 3,500 m. She was fitted with
four manually-controlled steerable propellers. Vessel’s position was
checked by ranging by radar four anchored buoys and by sonar
measuring distance to underwater hydro acoustic beacons. After
such humble beginnings next drilling vessel “Eureka” was fitted
with automatic system for maintaining her position. Steerable
propellers were operated by analogue controller interfaced with taut
wire reference system. For next few years analogue PID controllers
were used for DP purposes, with single reference systems, providing
no redundancy at all. Development of digital technologies in late
1970’s replaced analogue DP systems with computer controlled
sophisticated equipment. Improvement in DP technology led to its
wider application, not limited to drilling operations only. It is being
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used today for pipe and cable laying, rock dumping and dredging.
Large passenger vessels and ferries use it for manoeuvring in
confined waters of harbours. Increased interest in DP resulted in
development of new types of position reference systems. DP systems
in use today offer very high degree of reliability and redundancy
to meet safety requirements of complex offshore operations. Main
elements of DP system with direction of data flow are shown below:

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of Dynamic Positioning System [5]
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Very important part of DP system is group of Position
Reference Systems providing information regarding vessel’s current
position necessary to process commands for thrusters to counter
external forces and to bring vessel to set position. Position accuracy
depends on character of task to be carried out. Offshore projects
with high level of risk always require simultaneous operation of
three independent reference systems. DP system can work either
in automatic or manual mode but always requires close supervision
from highly qualified DP operator.

2. Reference systems
DP operations are not using standard system of geographical
coordinates characteristic for marine navigation. Offshore industry
uses Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) where
position is given in UTM zone number and easting and northing
pair in that zone, expressed in meters. Offshore projects usually call
for position accuracy better than 1 meter.
Many tasks performed by offshore vessels within oil and gas
fields instead of 2-dimensional Cartesian coordinates require polar
coordinates i.e. range and azimuth to given point. Offshore reference
systems are required to work with accuracy of fraction of meter. There
are several types of such systems in use today. Some of them like
Differential Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) can provide
position accuracy 0.1 m almost worldwide.

Konsberg Maritime Bandak Lightweight Taut Wire Mk 15B is
still commonly used where three independent reference systems
must be used. Its analogue electric signal with range from 0 to
10 V is processed in programmable logic controller (PLC) with
digital output suitable for installed type of DP system. Typical
accuracy of Taut Wire Reference is app. 2% of water depth.

2.2. Hydroacoutstic reference
Hydro acoustic reference systems have been used by offshore
industry since the beginning of dynamic positioning. Despite many
years in service this technology is still under constant development.
System is based on propagation of pressure wave through the
water with speed approximately 1500 m/s. Signal reflected back
by bottom or other object is detected by the system. Propagation
time corresponds to the distance between transducer and object.
Transducer’s direction beam pattern allows for determination of
bearing. Typical range of acoustic frequencies is from 21 to 31 kHz.
In practice, instead passive objects, hydro acoustic transponders are
used with individual carrier frequencies for identification purposes.
High Precision Acoustic Positioning system (HiPAP) by Norwegian
manufacturer Konsberg can work in several configurations,
depending on particular needs:
tSuper Short Base Line (SSBL0
tShort Base Line (SBL)
tLong Base Line
tMulti-User Long Base Line (MULBL)

2.1. Taut wire reference
It is one of the oldest reference systems for DP applications, but
still in use for operations in water depth up to 500 m due to low
costs involved. Taut wire reference measures movement of surface
vessel relative to fixed point at the bottom where sinker weight
called depressor is placed. Vessel winch maintains constant tension
on wire connected to depressor. Any movement of vessel will
cause the tensioned wire to deviate from its initial inclination. This
movement is transferred to two potentiometers connected to gimbal
supported sensor. Resulting analogue electric signal is proportional
to inclination change in two perpendicular axes. Drawing below
explains principle of work:

Graphic presentation below shows MUBL with array of hydro
acoustic beacons at sea bottom:

Fig. 3. Multi –User Long Base Line (MULBL) system configuration [3]

Fig. 2. Basic idea of Taut Wire Reference system [1]
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Signal is being transmitted with Frequency Shift Keying (FSK)
modulation. Typical accuracy of range measurement is about 0.2
m. Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) modulation has been
introduced in recent time, which increased range accuracy to 0.1
m. Equipment of new generation is directly connected to Acoustic
Position Operator Station (APOS) console by Ethernet cable but
internal communication between transceiver unit and Ethernet
switch/converter is made by fibre optic cable to eliminate influence
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of external electromagnetic fields. Konsberg recently enhanced
accuracy and reliability of acoustic reference systems by introduction
of inertial navigation in Hydroacoustic Aided Inertial Navigation
system (HAIN). Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) contains three
accelerometers and three fibre-optic gyroscopes (FOG) measuring
linear accelerations and angular velocity in three axes. Data are
processed by reference processor using Kalman Filtering method
to limit position drift inherent in inertial navigation systems.
System provides good position data smoothing and support precise
positioning during occasional acoustic measurements dropouts.

2.3. Microwave reference
After World War II development of marine radars working
in X-ban led to construction of microwave reference position
systems for offshore industry. First system called Artemis by CHL
Netherlands B.V., used frequency 9.2 – 9.3 GHz and pulse method of
distance measurement. Azimuth was determined by unique antenna
build as slotted waveguide and divided into two independent
halves. Each part had two ports where signal was provided with
phase and opposite in phase to other halve of antenna. Signals from
ports opposite in phase formed antenna characteristic with zero
signal at line perpendicular to antenna. This setup allowed angular
measurement accuracy 0.02º. For many years system used data
transmission standards RS232C and RS432A. For peripherals input
additionally was provided 20 mA loop. Despite of slowly being
phased out by newer microwave reference systems, last generation
Artemis MkV is still in use and received Ethernet data transmission
which becomes standard for currently manufactured DP systems.
Main disadvantages of Artemis are susceptibility to interferences
from marine radars working in X-band, ability to track only one
station and high running costs.
New microwave reference system RadaScan made by Marine
Technologies offer several advantages improved position reliability
due to multiple targets tracking, compact design and low equipment
cost. RadaScan sensor is Frequency Modulation Continuous Wave
(FMCW) mono-pulse radar. Internal filtering circuits provide
immunity to nearby transmitters. To overcome target detection
problems in cluttered offshore environment sensor works with
multiple transponders. Rotating parabolic scanner and radar digital
signal processing hardware are placed inside protective dome.
Transponders are retro-reflecting reflectors and they don’t amplify
any signal. Received signal is reflected back and the same time
transponder flips polarisation of reflection 90º while imparting
target identification code. This coding method eliminates most of the
background clutter typical for marine radar. Battery power is needed
only for electronics imparting target code which allows battery
replacement once in two years only. This specific mode of operation
is often termed as passive transponders. RadaScan outputs work
in both RS422 and Ethernet standards to match communication
systems of older and new DP systems. Sensor and operator interface
are pictured below:
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Fig. 4. RadaScan sensor and operator interface [4]

2.4. Laser reference
For time being they are two laser reference systems used in
DP operations. Older of them is called Fanbeam and its fifth is
still manufactured by Renishaw. Newer laser system with better
performance named CyScan is made by Marine Technologies and
shares with RadaScan the same intuitive user interface. View of
CyScan laser sensor is presented below:

Fig. 5. Cyscan laser sensor with revolving head [4]

Sensor is based on pulsated (30 kHz) laser diode operating at
904 nm and classified eye safe to Class 1 IEC 60825. With angular
resolution 0.012ºand range resolution 8.5 mm system overall
position accuracy is better than 0.5% of range. Self-levelling
platform enable targets tracking at -20º to +20º vessel’s roll and
pitch. Optical filters are protecting detector from low sun rays and
offshore installations flood lights. Targets are made up as flat surface
covered with light reflective tape for short range operations or glass
prism clusters for long range. Signal processing algorithm rejects
false targets e.g. crew wearing reflective bands on their coveralls.
System resolved many problems troubling its predecessor. Ability
to track of multiple targets, maximum five, allows for uninterrupted
operation when target is out of line of sight. Laser systems are
suffering from poor performance during heavy precipitations and
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fog. Sensor is fitted with 2 x RS422 communication ports and 2
x Fast Ethernet 100 base-T connections. Transmission protocols
are supporting data transfer used by majority of DP systems in use
today.

2.5. DGNSS reference
Differential Global Navigation Satellite Systems (DGNSS)
have special place among offshore reference systems. Today
most of offshore DP vessels carry 2 DGNSS receivers to provide
fallback in case of equipment failure. Satellite navigation became
primary source of position reference for DO and offshore survey
operations. Position accuracy required for offshore operations
is 0.1m. Two competing manufactures Fugro and Veripos
are providing advanced GNSS receivers capable to fulfil such
requirement. Position high accuracy is secured by use of services
available from above mentioned organizations and available by
subscription. Corrections are broadcasted from geostationary
satellites in L-Band. Several types of services are offered with
different levels of accuracy and costs of subscription. For local
applications UHF telemetry can be used with reference station
placed at offshore installation. External antenna and receiver are
needed for reception corrections broadcasted by International
Associations of Lighthouse Authorities (IALA) in MF-Band.
Another option used in some offshore is broadcasting of PseudoRange Corrections (PRC) in HF-Band. New generation of offshore
DGNSS receivers work with all systems available for non-military
users. They are built with 220 parallel channels and work in dual
frequency mode if available for particular satellite system. Time
delay and carrier phase measurements are used for pseudo-range
determination. Receiver’s hardware is capable to work with all
existing satellite navigation systems but equipment generally
leaves factory with software for processing GPS and Glonass
signals. Other systems can be added by simple software upgrade
in the field when such need arises.. Corrections from subscribed
services are also provided through Internet and use low orbit
Iridium OpenPort communication system allows for full polar
coverage. High accuracy subscription services are used only when
vessel performs her duties in worksite. Subscription is terminated
upon work completion and system switches to corrections
available Satellite Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS) which
is less accurate but free of charge. Data from SBAS are also used
as backup. Data inputs/outputs of Fugro 9205 GNSS receiver are
shown below:

Receiver use only RS232 outputs for export of position data.
Ethernet connector is for connection to local network or directly
to external computer for configuration purposes and corrections
received from Internet. Receiver has also Bluetooth wireless connection
but is used solely for service purposes, not for communication with
other equipment.

3. Data transfer standards for
reference systems
First reference systems were working with analogue PID
regulators and their outputs were designed to drive current loop
20mA or provided voltage proportional to measured value. With
digital technology first serial transmission technical standard was
RS232 was introduced. Unbalanced signal transmission allowed
for slow data transfer at limited cable length. Most popular was
3-wire configuration for simplex or semi-duplex transmission for
its simplicity and being less susceptible for interferences than fullduplex 9-wire system. Faster and longer range communication called
for standard RS422 with balanced signal transmission. National
Marine Electronic Association (NMEA) came with data format
based on American Standard Code for Information Interchange
(ASCII). Format for serial data transfer was termed NMEA 0183.
NMEA published set standard sequences, called also strings, for
navigational equipment but manufactures were allowed to use
also their proprietary sentences. International Electro technical
Commission adopted this standard and published its own as IEC
61162-1. High speed NMEA 0183 standard was adopted as IEC
61162-2. In year 2001 NMEA published new standard NMEA 2000
based on Controller Area Network (CAN), technology developed by
Bosch for automotive industry. It was internationally standardized
as IEC 61162-3. Years of work on shipboard networks resulted
in 2011 in new standard IEC 61-162-450 Lightweight Ethernet
(LWE) primarily intended for navigation and radio communication
equipment. LWE uses standard strings first published in NMEA
0183 standard. Ethernet standard 10base-T is used mainly for
external equipment configuration and corrections transfer to
DGNSS receivers. Data transfer from reference systems to DP
processor needs faster medium like 100base-TX Fast Ethernet.
Some equipment has Bluetooth wireless communication and USB
ports. These standards are used solely for service purposes, not for
communication with other equipment.

4. Conclusion
Systems and protocols of data transfer in offshore reference
systems evolved parallel to changing international standards and
recent development is use of Ethernet to build ship internal networks
for integration of equipment used for navigation and DP operations.
Some manufactures have begun to use fibre optic technology for
instruments internal communication to improve large data flow
required for operation of new generations of highly sophisticated
equipment.
Fig. 6. Fugro 9205 GNSS receiver data inputs/outputs [2]
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ABSTRACT
Transport telematics systems integrate information technology with telecommunications applications for necessities
of transport systems. The article presents the manual motorway toll system that is currently used in Poland for
vehicles with the permissible laden weight below 3.5 tones. Then, an analysis of the operation process of manual toll
collection systems is provided, taking into account the guidelines of the General Directorate for National Roads and
Motorways in terms of reliability and exploitation.
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1. Introduction
The term “telematics” was introduced for the first time in
French developments (French: télématique) in the early seventies
of the twentieth century. It was coined using two French words:
telecommunications (Fr. télécommunications) and information
technology (Fr. informatique). In English terminology, it was used
only at the end of the seventies of the twentieth century. At the
beginning, this phrase was not used so often. Only the scientific
and industrial works and projects in the field of telematics,
announced and implemented to be executed by the European
Union, resulted in starting to use them more often. This period
dates back to the nineties of the twentieth century. Today, the term
“Telematics” is used to describe a field of science integrating the
telecommunications and IT solutions. Such solutions are applied
everywhere, where they brings benefits, compared to the use of
isolated solutions. It is possible because, among others, a synergy
effect is achieved.
One of the areas, where the telematics solutions are used is
transport [11,13,14]. Currently, it is one of the territorially largest and
fastest growing scopes (both in Poland and in Europe, as well as in
the world). The first developments in the field of transport telematics
were published in Poland in the mid-nineties of the twentieth century.
Transport telematics is defined as a field of knowledge and
technical activities integrating informatics with telecommunication
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[17,24,28], which is applied in the transportation systems. There
are several areas, in which this concept functions:
troad telematics, including the highway [20,21] and urban
ones,
trailway telematics,
taircraft telematics [18,19,23,25],
tmarine telematics.
The highway telematics means the use of various ICT systems on
highways. The purpose of their implementation is to increase the travel
and transport safety. Thus, a number of other beneficial properties
occur, such as, among others, the reduction of environmental
degradation [6], the increase in the transport processes efficiency
[7,10], better use of the road infrastructure, obtaining more favourable
economic results of the highway operators, etc.
The highway telematics systems consist of the management
centre of transport, passenger traffic, vehicle traffic, and goods
transfer, as well as vehicles (cars, buses, motorcycles, etc.). The
intelligent transport telematics system, as well as the road, driver and
transport service management subsystem based on the real-time
telecommunication [27], constitute a logical sequence that allows
to monitor and control the people, vehicles and goods movement
in variable environmental conditions. One of the currently applied
subsystems is a highway toll collection system.
Highway telematics systems operate in variable maintenance
conditions [2,4,12,16]. As elements of the transport infrastructure,
they should maintain usability. One of the key issues is to ensure
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the continuous operation of these systems at a certain level of
implementation of the services offered to passengers (also including
electromagnetic interference [3,22]). So far, the author has made a
reliability and maintenance analysis of the selected systems [13].
Therefore, another important stage of the research is to conduct
the reliability and maintenance analysis of highway toll collection
systems with regard to the relations in them. By conducting this
system’s operation process modelling, it is possible to demonstrate
the impact of the intensity of transitions between the distinguished
states on selected maintenance parameters.

2. Highway toll collection system
characteristics
One of the telematics services, which is offered by transport
telematics systems, includes toll collection for the use of roads.
It relates both to the use of roads (e.g. tolls for using highways),
and to the use of parking spaces (e.g. car parks). In this paper, the
particular attention was paid to the highway toll collection system.
Currently, there are two systems in Poland [8]:
tmanual toll collection system,
telectronic toll collection system.
In the manual toll collection system, vehicles operators pay a toll
for toll roads at the tollbooth. They are included in the toll collection
area (MPO) and depending on the location, they are called:
ttoll plaza (PPO), if it is located within the highway,
ttoll station (SOP), if it is located within the slip road.
There is also a possibility to pay a toll electronically with the
use of the electronic toll collection system. It is possible due to
the use of the OBU transponder (Eng. On Board Unit) placed in
the vehicle. Then, the vehicle does not need to stop in order to
pay. This system applies to the vehicles with a gross vehicle weight
rating above 3.5 tonnes.
In Fig. 1, a general view of the tollbooth was presented. Its
composition includes:
ttoll collection building (together with a lane traffic controller,
an operating terminal integrated with a cash register, and
a display for drivers),
tinductive loop,
tautomatic barrier,
tsignaller.

The toll collection process in the manual toll collection system
is carried out as follows:
ta vehicle drawing up to the tollbooth is detected by the
inductive loop
tthe display for drivers informs about the amount of the toll,
ta collector using the operating terminal integrated with the
cash register provides the toll confirmation,
tthe signaller displays the signal about the possibility of leaving
the tollbooth,
ta collector raises the automatic barrier to allow the vehicle to
leave the tollbooth.
The toll collection process in the electronic toll collection
system takes place automatically because the vehicle is fitted with
the OBU transponder. It enables its wireless communication with
devices that are installed on the toll collection system gates.

3. Reliability and maintenance
analysis of the highway toll
collection system
By conducting the analysis of the toll collection system
functioning, which includes electronic and manual subsystems, it
is possible to illustrate the relationships occurring in this system,
in terms of the reliability [5,15] and maintenance [1,9,26], as it is
presented in Fig.2.
The toll collection system should be treated as a unit of two
subsystems: the electronic toll collection system (ESPO) and
the manual toll collection system (MSPO). The damage to the
electronic toll collection system results in the transition from
the state of complete usability SPZ to partial usability I, the one,
in which the manual toll collection system operates (SZB1). The
restoration of the state of usability of the electric toll collection
system results in the transition from the state of partial usability
I SZB1 to the state of complete usability SPZ. If the system is in the
SZB1 state and the damage to the manual toll collection system
causing suspension of its operation – the system changes into the
state of unfitness SB.
The damage to the manual toll collection system, as the first
one, results in the transition from the state of complete usability
SPZ to the state of partial usability II SZB2. The restoration of the
state of usability of the manual toll collection system results in the
transition from the state of partial usability II SZB2 to the state of
complete usability SPZ. When the system is in the SZB2 state and the
damage to the electric toll collection system occurs, the transition
to the state of unfitness SB takes place.
The transition from the state of unfitness SB to the state of
complete usability SPZ is also possible. Such an event occurs when
the functioning of both toll collection subsystems, the electronic
and manual ones, is restored.

Fig. 1. A general view of the tool booth [own studies]
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(4)

where:

(5)

Fig. 2. Relations within the toll collection system [own studies]

0DUNLQJVLQ)LJ
R2(t) – the probability function of the system’s staying in the state
of usability,
QZB1(t) – the probability function of the system’s staying in the
state of partial usability I,
QZB2(t) – the probability function of the system’s staying in the
state of partial usability II,
QB(t) – the probability function of the system’s staying in the state
RIXQ¿WQHVV
OZB1, OZB2 – intensity of transitions from the state of complete
usability to the state of partial usability,
PPZ1, PPZ2 – intensity of transitions from the state of partial usability
to the state of complete usability,
lB0±LQWHQVLW\RIWUDQVLWLRQVIURPWKHVWDWHRIXQ¿WQHVVWRWKHVWDWH
of complete usability,
lB1, lB2 – intensity of transitions from the state of partial usability to
the state of unfitness.
The system shown in Fig. 2 can be described by the following
Chapman–Kolmogorov equations:

In the above outcome, the symbol „*” in markings and the
symbol „s” in probabilities of the system’s staying in the distinguished
states RO, QZB1, QZB2, QB, were omitted.
Conducting further mathematical analysis, the relationships
which allow to determine the probabilities of the entire system’s
staying in the states of: complete usability SPZ, partial usability SZB1
and SZB2 as well as unfitness SB are obtained.

4. Modelling the reliability and
maintenance process of the
highway toll collection system
The simulation and computer methods as well as studies give
an opportunity to determine an influence of the reliability and
maintenance parameters of particular subsystems on the entire
system’s parameters relatively fast.
Thanks to the computer assistance, the calculations enabling
determination of the probability of the system’s staying in the state
of complete usability RO can be made. Such procedure is shown in
the following example.
Example

(1)

$VVXPLQJEDVHOLQHFRQGLWLRQV
(2)

and applying the Laplace transform, the following system of linear
equations is obtained:
(3)

Transforming it, a record in the schematic view is obtained:
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Assuming the following values describing the analysed system:
tduration of research – 1 year (the value of this time is given in
the units as hours [h]):
W >K@
tintensity of transitions from the state of complete usability to
the state of partial usability λZB1:
ȜZB1=0,000001
tintensity of transitions from the state of complete usability to
the state of partial usability λZB2:
ȜZB2=0,0000001
tintensity of transitions from the state of partial usability to the
state of unfitness λB1:
ȜB1=0,0000001
tintensity of transitions from the state of partial usability to the
state of unfitness λB2:
λB2=0,000001
tintensity of transitions from the state of unfitness to the state
of complete usability μB0:
μB0=0,01
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tintensity of transitions from the state of partial usability to the
state of complete usability μPZ1:
μPZ1=0,1
tintensity of transitions from the state of partial usability to the
state of complete usability μPZ2:
μPZ2=0,2
As result of the above input values using the system of
equations (4), the following things are obtained:

As a result of transformations, it is possible to obtain:

As a final result, the following things are achieved:
Ro=0,999993999.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, the reliability and maintenance analysis of the
highway toll collection system was presented. Two subsystems,
such as electronic and manual toll collection systems, were taken
into consideration. The conducted mathematical analysis (in the
considerations of which the following states were adopted: the
state of complete usability R0, the state of partial usability QZB1,
the state of partial usability QZB2 and the state of unfitness QB as
well as certain transitions between them), allowed to determine
the probabilities of the system’s staying in the above mentioned
states. The obtained relationships allow to analyse the impact of
particular intensities of transitions on values of the determined
probabilities. Therefore, it enables to control the operation process
of these systems. Within further studies, it is planned to take into
consideration the financial expenditure earmarked for periodic
inspections and their influence on the probability of the system’s
staying in the state of its usability.
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ABSTRACT
Polish maritime administration, implementing the regulations of the European Union on Vessel Traffic Monitoring and
Information System (VTMIS) and ships reporting formalities, currently forwards into operation National Maritime
Safety System (KSBM). The paper presents telecommunications infra-structure of the systems with particular emphasis
on the Pomeranian Telecommunication Bus, which has enables the efficient communication between sensors and
transmission and exchange of data between users and meet expected requirements of e-navigation, structure and tasks
of the telecommunication network and data transmission and exchange rules.
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1. Introduction
In order to fulfil requirements of regulations issued on the base
of the Acts of Polish Parliament of 16 March 1995 on prevention of
pollution from ships, as amended, of 18 August 2011 on maritime
safety and of 24 July 2015 amending the act on maritime safety
and some other Acts implementing, among others, regulations of
the European Union on Vessel Traffic Monitoring and Information
System (VTMIS) and ships reporting formalities, Polish maritime
administration currently forwards into operation National Maritime
Safety System (KSBM).
Implemented system shall enable monitoring and analysis of the
situation in the Polish maritime areas and ports, warning about the
dangers and providing information relating to maritime safety and
security and pollution threat in order to prevent maritime accidents
and pollution of marine environment and coast and to conduct
efficient action in the event of their occurrence, supporting the
decision making process for granting place of refuge and respond
to custom threats, supporting safety and security management and
assistance in the accident investigation and detection of polluters
through the use of identification, tracking and data archiving
subsystems. Its technical infrastructure shall ensure the acquisition,
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storage, exchange and display of data and information about ships
and events necessary to ensure the safety and security of the Polish
maritime areas and the adjacent coastal zone, especially [1,2,4]:
tposing a potential hazard to shipping or a threat to maritime
safety and security and safety of people and marine environment,
the effects of which may extend to a Polish maritime areas or
maritime areas in other Member States of the European Union;
and
tnecessary to effective organization and conducting of the search
and rescue (SAR) operation at sea, vessel traffic monitoring
comprising the management and surveillance of ship movements
and affective work of the Polish ports and harbours.

2. KSBM - basic information
Establishing of the National Maritime Safety System (KSBM)
shall allow [3]:
tincreasing the EU’s external border security at sea;
tincreasing the capacity of the environmental protection;
tmore efficient monitoring of maritime traffic;
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tensuring adequate transmission medium for the supervision
of the exploitation of the Polish maritime areas and
compliance by vessels regulations in force in those areas;
tmore effectively protection of the economic interests of
Poland in Polish maritime areas; and
tcombating of poaching at sea.
The technical infrastructure of the KSBM creates [4]:
1. Marine Traffic Surveillance and Monitoring System consisting of:
t28 shore based radars with tracking facilities, installed as
elements of the vessel traffic service “VTS Zatoka Gdańska”,
vessel traffic management service “VTMS Szczecin –
Świnoujście” or stand alone port and shore remote controlled
sensors;
t12 AIS shore based stations created Polish net of these stations
connected through the national server located in Gdynia with
regional Helsinki Commission (HELCOM) Baltic server in
Kopenhagen and EU server operated by European Maritime
Safety Agency (EMSA) in Lisbon;
tnets of 12 shore radio stations enabling communication with
vessels in the VHF band and 8 shore radio stations designated
for SAR purposes;
t26 video cameras located in ports and on the fairway Szczecin
- Świnoujście;
t5 radio direction finders (RDF) working in the VHF band;
t14 hydro-meteorological stations; and
tnational contact point of the Long Range Identification and
Tracking (LRIT) System in Gdynia,
2. Information exchange system consisting of:
tPolish Harbour Information and Control System (PHICS), with
the exception of the STCW component containing a database
of seafarers’ documents, including databases of: ships of Polish
flag, ships entering Polish ports and dangerous, harmful and
polluting cargoes loaded and unloaded in Polish ports; and
tElectronic System for the Exchange of Maritime Safety
Information (SWIBŻ), called the National SafetySeaNet.
The National Maritime Safety System encompasses areas of
responsibility of the Directors of Maritime Offices in Gdynia, Słupsk
and Szczecin shown in Fig. 1, in particular: approaches to ports, their
roadstead, anchorages and coastal areas. Each one of them, for the
management of its territory, has regional centre located respectively
in Gdynia, Słupsk and Szczecin subordinated to the national
maritime safety centre situated in Gdynia and cooperating with
domestic and foreign institutions, services and authorities, including
Helsinki Commission (HELCOM) and EU institutions.
Additionally there are local, presented in Fig. 1, decision-making
centres: vessel traffic service “VTS Zatoka Gdańska” vessel traffic
management service “VTMS Szczecin – Świnoujście” and harbour
master offices in: Darłowo, Dziwnów, Elbląg, Gdańsk, Gdynia, Hel,
Kołobrzeg, Łeba, Szczecin, Śwonoujście, Ustka and Władysławowo.
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Fig. 1. Polish maritime areas and areas of responsibilities of
particular Directors of three Polish Maritime Offices in:
Gdynia (UMG), Słupsk (UMSł) and Szczecin (UMS), Polish
Maritime Search and Rescue Service (SAR), VTMS Szczecin
– Świnoujście, VTS Zatoka Gdańska and harbour masters
offices equipped with new installed radars [own study]

Telecommunication infrastructure shall connect all above
mentioned decision-making centres, provide them with the access
to databases (PHICS) and sensors, remote operation of sensors and
communication with each other, with ships in the Polish maritime
areas and institutions and services cooperating with maritime
administration (Polish Maritime Search and Rescue Service, Coast
Guard, customs, etc.).

2. National SafetySeaNet
According to the legal regulations the main tasks of the
National SafeSeaNet Service PPS include, among others [1,2,4]:
tproviding information required by the competent authorities
from other European Union Member States; and
timmediate notification of the National SafeSeaNet users on
received information from the European SafeSeaNet system on
ships or events that constitute a potential danger to navigation
or a threat to maritime safety or security, the safety of people
or the marine environment, the effects of which may extend to
the Polish sea areas.
It allows accesses to the information in National Maritime
Safety System (KSBM) eligible employees, inspectors and officers
of the Polish [4,5]:
tmaritime administration (ministry supports the minister
responsible for maritime economy and local maritime
administration - maritime offices in Gdynia, Szczecin and
Słupsk);
tState Commission on Marine Accident Investigation;
tSearch and Rescue Service;
tCoast Guard;
tCustoms Service;
trecognized organizations authorized to carry out the tasks of
the Polish maritime administration;
tMaritime Chambers leading Polish register of maritime ships;
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tsports association leading Polish register of maritime yachts;
tHydrographic Office and Maritime Operations Centre of the
Polish Navy;
tmarine fisheries authorities;
tentities managing sea ports or harbours;
tsea and port pilot stations;
tState Sanitary Inspection;
tthe regional governmental authorities; and
tother entities, which the administrator provides access to the
database because of their responsibilities related to the needs
of the maritime administration.
Additionally, information collected in the databases is
available, through the national centre in Gdynia for the [4]:
tauthorities of the Member State of the European Union if it
is necessary to ensure the safety and security of shipping and
marine environmental protection of that country;
tEuropean Commission to ensure maritime safety and security
and protection of the marine environment of the Member
States of the European Union; and
tEuropean Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA in Lisbon) and
NATO Management Centre in Northwood (UK).
All KSBM users have to be fitted with terminals of the Electronic
System for the Exchange of Maritime Safety Information (SWIBŻ)
realizing following functions [3]:
1. Presentation of:
tdata received from KSBM inner sensors: VTS, VTMS, port
radars, AIS-PL, hydro-meteorological sensors, RDF, PHICS
databases, e-inspection, etc.;
tdata from outer AIS systems (HELCOM, EMSA);
tdata from outer radars (Polish Coast Guard and Polish Navy);
and
tweather forecasts and navigational and hydro-meteorological
warnings.
2. SafeSeaNet notifications.
3. Modelling the drift of oil pollution.
4. Risk assessment.
5. Supporting crisis management and exchange of information.
Each user has defined domain, specifying the level and scope
of its access to the system: priority of the access, type of shared
information from databases, available sensors, etc.
Data is delivered to the PHICS databases by ship-owners of
Polish vessels, Flag State Control and Port State Control inspectors,
inspectors of recognized organizations, Polish entities responsible
for the investigation of marine accidents and incidents and
entities leading Polish registers of maritime ships and yachts. The
information contained in the database is updated continuously.
Delivered information is introduced to the database within 7
working days from the date of receipt. Entering information into
the database, its update, and delete from the database are recorded
and kept in the memory for at least two years [5].
According to the legal requirements ICT (Information and
Communications Technology) systems operating within the National
SafeSeaNet shall [5]:
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thave an availability of not less than specified in the ICFD drawn
up by the European Commission in cooperation with the EU
Member States and defining detailed requirements for the
operation, technical standards and operational procedures of
national SafeSeaNet systems and the central part of SafeSeaNet
system;
tprovide the ability to archive and recover data for the period
specified in the document IFCD;
tallow the transmission of information 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week;
tallow the transfer immediately after receiving the request, to the
competent authorities of the EU Member States, information
on ship and dangerous or polluting goods carried on board the
ship;
tmaintain constantly required level of IT security; and
tprovide access to the information to authorized users only.
Exchange of information using the telephone, fax or e-mail is
ensured in the event of a failure or planned downtime if the ICT
systems operating within the National SafeSeaNet.

3. Pomeranian
Telecommunication Bus
Pomeranian Telecommunication Bus (PTB) is a fiber optic cable
built along the Polish coast between Gdynia, Hel and Świnoujście in
the scope of KSBM project as shown in Fig. 2 to [3,6,7]:
tprovide reliable and secured transmission medium in tge
frame of KSBM for Maritime Offices in Gdynia, Szczecin and
Słupsk, Polish Maritime Border Guard, Polish Navy and Polish
Maritime Search and Rescue Service;
tmake possible adoption of the standards for maritime
supervision and monitoring to the objectives set out, among
others, in the Communication from European Commission on
an integrated maritime policy for the European Union (the “Blue
Book”) adopted by the European Council on 14 December 2007
and the Communication from the Commission to the Council
and the European Parliament, the European Economic - Social
Committee and the Committee of the Regions “Towards the
integration of maritime surveillance: A common information
sharing environment for the EU maritime domain” of 15
October 2009.
The investment included [7]:
tconstruction of the cable pipeline 3xRHDPE 40 mm and the
system micro duct 1xDB7 in relation Świnoujście – Hel;
tconstruction of main fibre optic cable with a capacity of 144
fibres G.657, and taps into additional locations in the form of
fibre optic cable with a capacity of 24 fibres;
tconstruction of the offshore cable section in relation HelGdynia with a capacity of 24 fibres G.657;
tdelivery and installation of DWDM (Dense Wavelength Division
Multiplexing) system for the relation Hel-Gdynia-Gdańsk;
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tsupply and construction of IP/MPLS (Multiprotocol Label
Switching) network with speeds of 10 Gbps between nodes and
endpoints;
tdelivery and installation of optical fibre fault detection system
with fixed reflectometers and optical switches;
tconstruction of 19 containers for nodes and installation of
network terminations in 22 endpoints; and
tdelivery and installation of NMS (Novus Management System)
network management system.

4. Examples of the KSBM
diagrams
Figures 3 and 4 present as an example wiring diagrams of servers
and the operator consoles installed in the area of responsibility
of the Director of Maritime Office in Gdynia called VTS Zatoka
Gdańska and distribution of sensors located in subarea Gdynia [8].

5. Conclusion

Fig. 2. Pomeranian Telecommunications Bus (PTB) [own study]

PTB was built in accordance with the recommendations
of International Cable Protection Committee including
recommendation regarding submarine cables for relation HelGdynia. Its architecture due to the physical deployment of the
nodes assumes the physical bus structure. Due to the reliability
of the network set up a logical ring topology in the layer core.
Endpoints were connected to the nearest nodes using separate
fibre optic cables. As far as technically possible end devices were
connected to the two nearest nodes (multihoming). Most nodes
take the form of free-standing containers situated on the protected
area. They are equipped with the necessary infrastructure to
allow for the installation of active devices and components of
the telecommunications equipment. In addition, each node is
equipped with an alarm system, CCTV system, fire protection
system with automatic extinguishing, installation of air conditions
monitoring, own power generator and UPS. Alarm signals and the
current node operating parameters are monitored remotely from
the PTB Management Centre. In rare cases, the nodes are located
in existing users or beneficiary data centres. Data transmission
takes place in accordance with the standard IP/MPLS on the
Carrier Ethernet platform [8,9].
Users interact with the KSBM system using the operator
consoles. There were created three control centres (sub centres)
located within each marine office responsible for proper work of the
technical infrastructure of the system in the area of responsibility of
particular directors of maritime offices, so called area of operation.
To ensure high reliability, each area of operation is divided into
subareas. The subarea servers collect data from sensors connected to
them and maintain communication with the control centre server.
When there is a break in communication between the centre and
sub centre the system operates without the data from subarea served
by the failed server. After removing a failure, data is completed. This
solution ensures high reliability of the system.
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Described in this paper telecommunication infrastructure
of the Polish National Maritime Safety System (KSBM), after its
completion and passing with positive results SAT (Side Acceptance
Tests) procedures will enable compliance by the system all
requirements defined in Polish and EU regulations for Vessel Traffic
Monitoring and Information System (VTMIS) and will provide the
technical means to collect and exchange data necessary to ensure
safety and security of shipping and protection of the environment
and economic interests of Poland in Polish maritime areas by
effective monitoring and control of maritime traffic and economic
activities in these areas. Data transmitted by the system will be
useful to other services and institutions undertaking activities
related to maritime safety and security, border protection, maritime
economy and port activities. Server installed in the national
maritime safety centre situated in Maritime Office in Gdynia has
already passed successfully test of automatic data exchange with
European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) in Lisbon.
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ABSTRACT
The article presents an analysis of modern on-board HMI in vehicles due to their potential ability to induce
distraction while driving. The first part of the article introduces the current stage of knowledge in the design trends
on-board HMI devices. The next section contains a review of existing researches in the field of driver’s distraction
and comparison with other factors that affect safety. The second part of the article presents an analysis of the results
of survey conducted among drivers. The study aimed to gain knowledge of the drivers opinion about modern onboard HMI interfaces. The article concludes with a summary and conclusion.
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1. Introduction
Contemporary transport depends increasingly on efficient
communication systems [12]. ICT systems employed to improve
transport processes are classified as Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS) [14]. In Directive 2010/40/EU (7 July 2010) [4] ITS is defined as
systems in which information and communication technologies are
applied in the field of road transport, including infrastructure, vehicles
and users, and in traffic management and mobility management but
in fact ITS may refer to all modes of transport. The aim of ITS acc.
to [4] is to improve performance in the field of transport mobility,
ecology and safety. The key importance in ITS system is an efficient
integration of an advanced telecommunication technologies and an
advance of electronic equipment within transport infrastructure and
in the vehicle.
The technologies integration in ITS system allows to access many
different sources of live information for vehicle users, passengers,
and infrastructure managers. Achieving the goals of ITS involves
upgrading the road infrastructure and vehicles. For several years we
have seen more and more advanced on-board equipment to enable
wider access to advanced information while driving. Nowadays,
designing an automotive product such as a car or a truck involves
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the integration of many technologies according to requirements
of different force groups (e.g. customers, business, manufacturing
and regulators) and trade-offs between requirements of different
systems in the vehicle. On the other hand on-board systems in the
vehicle should not only function well, but they must also satisfy the
customers and be safe. The field of applied ergonomics or human
factors engineering in the automotive product development involves
assuring all important ergonomic requirements and issues relevant
to the needs of users i.e. drivers (including workers) and passengers.
Unfortunately, the introduction of telematics on-board systems
has an impact on the behavior of drivers while driving. This change
in behavior occurs as a result of human–machine interaction.
The interaction is made via the user interface or human–machine
interface (HMI) which is the part of the machine (here vehicle) that
handles the human–machine interaction.
The HMI, in the terminology of industrial design field [3][9] is the
space where interactions between humans and machines occur. The
goal of this interaction is to allow effective operation and control of
the machine from the human end, whilst the machine simultaneously
feeds back information that aids the drivers’ decision making process.
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The rest of this article will present the current state of knowledge
on the development of on-board HMI, analysis of factors affecting
the dispersion of the driver and the survey results.

2. HMI in a vehicles
Today’s driver has an access to information from many kind of
different sources in a vehicle (e.g. speedometer, fuel gauge, warning
sounds, warning lights, radio display, symbols, etc.) and can interact
via many activators (e.g. pedals, a steering wheel, buttons, turns
stalks, etc.) to control the movement of the vehicle and/or change
the states of different in-vehicle devices but today more and more
often the driver interacts with a touch screen integrated telematics
system or fewer with an audio system.

2.1. Visual HMI
The control and display buttons are the interface between the
human operator (the driver) and the machine (vehicle). In nowadays
car the human–machine interface is typically computerized and is
made as a display panel or a touch screen [15].
The touch screen display has a control surface overlaying the
display and are operated by finger touch without any existing buttons
or gauges. The touch areas are displayed visually, and they act as
control buttons. The touch screen controls are a more direct form of
control interface than any other physical controls in the vehicles.
It should be noted that about ten years ago, screens were used
only in luxury vehicles. Drivers of other cars could retrofit their cars
with additional unincorporated solutions, such as PNA (Personal
Navigation Assistant). In recent years, we can meet more often
build-in the touch screen display as a part of a vehicle on-board
equipment. In exchange for the buttons and knobs we have one
or more touch screens. They display advanced information about
the status of in-vehicle systems, the road navigation status or other
information useful during the travel.
The figure 1 illustrates an example of nowadays visual HMI
interface in the interior of the car.

Fig. 1. Interior of Citroen C4 Picasso and it’s HMI [own study]

2.2. Audio HMI
Audio interfaces are in addition to visual interfaces. Until
recently, the scope of the information was very limited. It included
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tone acoustic signals indicating the door open, not wearing seat
belts, warning about the state of operation of the vehicle. Typical
car-audio system was intended to provide an entertainment
and has been only marginally integrated into the vehicle and its
information systems.
In recent years, the acoustic on-board interfaces are more often
complex and allow to transmit information in the form of a voice
messages [16]. Advanced HMI audio system allows to interact with
the driver and executing his orders. This is possible through the use
of technology TTS (Text-To-Speech) and VR (Voice Recognition). The
VR technology allows to create a feedback communication channel
by which it is possible to issue understandable to machine voice
commands. These technologies helped to introduce to the on-board
HMI well known in telecommunications systems technology as
IVR (Interactive Voice Response). In telecommunication IVR allows
clients to interact with a company services without participation
of the office workers. The communication is via a host system by
use of a telephone keypad or by speech recognition, after which the
system can serve their own inquiries by following the IVR dialogue.
In automotive vehicle industry IVR allows to communicate with
the driver in similar way as man to man by engage TTS and VR
technologies.
The MMI based on IVR technology can be very convenient to
handle some tasks for example indicate a new route with satellite
system, control some functions of the automation in a vehicle (e.g.:
launching wiper, adjusting temperature, sliding windows), the
management of mobile voice communication as well as to activate
emergency systems.
Some investigators [16] engaged in the development of the audio
HMI see this type of communication as a way to reduce the degree
of driver distraction and improve the accessibility to information
coming from telematics systems.

3. Driver’s distraction
On-board HMI is a constant source of information. The driver
is able to access to the information through their own actions, but
can be indicated by the system. If the transfer of driver’s attention
takes too long time it can lead to safety hazard [2].
Distraction is defined as the process of diverting the attention
of an individual or group from the desired area of focus and thereby
blocking or diminishing the reception of desired information.
In theory, cognitive psychology [7] human shows five aspects of
attention, which in fact relate to the functioning of a man with too
many simultaneously occurring stimuli. These are: the selection of
sources of information, the ability to search the perceptual field,
prolonged concentration, divisibility of attention and shifting
attention. When the driver is delayed in the recognition of
information needed to safety accomplish the driving task, it occurs
because of an event, activity object or person within or outside the
vehicle compelled or tended to induce the shifting attention away
from the driving task.
Distractions come from both external and internal sources.
External distractions include factors such as visual triggers, social
interaction, music, text messages, and phone calls. There are
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many studies describing the use of mobile phone while driving
and its influence on the driver [6,10,13,18]. There are also internal
distractions such as hunger, fatigue, illness, worrying, and
daydreaming [12,19]. Both external and internal distractions
contribute to the driving safety.
The statistical studies contain many examples of accidents caused
directly by the distraction of a driver. Among the most frequently
mentioned causes of distraction [8] are:
ttalking on a cell phone (either a handheld or a hands-free device),
tdialing a cell phone or other handheld device (includes the
use of shortcut keys),
treaching for a cell phone (includes locating and answering),
treaching for an inanimate object inside the vehicle,
tsending text messages or using the Internet to read e-mail or
Web content,
tadjusting the radio, HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning)
or other internal vehicle system with controls on the dashboard,
tadjusting controls other than those for the radio or HVAC
(e.g., windows, seat belt, rearview mirror, or sun visor),
tlooking at a roadside object (e.g., a previous crash or highway
incident, a construction zone, a pedestrian, an animal, or
other known or unknown object),
teating (with or without utensils),
tdrinking a nonalcoholic beverage from an open container
with or without a lid, straw, or both.

3.1. Results of distraction
The way of distraction caused by the on-board HMI used while
driving can be very different and can be dangerous. In general, the
driver can be under:
tthe physical distraction which may occur when the driver
has to use one or both hands to manipulate the HMI include
a hand-free telephone dial panel, answer or end a call or text
message, changing radio tune, air condition system or new
direction in the navigation system
tthe visual distraction which is a result of a too long period of
time look out of the road. When the drivers’ eyes are on the
HMI or other thing for example mobile phone for the period
two or more seconds [18], his or her visual attention is away
from the road and it lead to hazardous situation.
tthe auditory distraction as a result of the driver initiation
or hanging up the phone call or by the conversation itself.
Another reason may be an unexpected signal from the HMI
which is not clearly indicating the cause of the alarm.
tthe cognitive distraction which involves lapses in attention and
judgment. It occurs when two mental tasks are performed at
the same time. Focus on reading HMI alert competes with the
demands of driving. Listening, alone, can reduce activity in the
part of the brain associated with driving by more than a third.
As the results of performed studies show [17], the driver’s
reaction times are 30 % slower when telephoning while driving than
driving under an alcohol with BAC levels of 80 mg/100 ml and 50%
slower than under normal driving conditions. When the driver is
making a phone call while driving his or her reaction time is longer
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to traffic signals or other relevant traffic events. The probability of
missing important traffic signals is also increased. Another studies
acc. to [5] show that braking reaction time is reduced during an
in-car telephone conversation by between 0.3 to approximately 0.7
seconds and drivers brake harder with shorter stopping distances.
Studies have proven a significant drop in situation awareness in
perception, comprehension and projection of other traffic due to
the level of concentration demanded by the in-car telephone phone
conversations. While the driver use a mobile phone, he or she
accepts shorter gaps between cars, makes fewer speed adjustments
and adjusts less to potentially dangerous road conditions. In addition
to this some researchers observed that the drivers engage in risk
compensatory behavior while using the mobile phone and reduce
speed or increase headways to offset any perceived potential danger.
Some researches [1,10] indicate that the use of hands-free and
handheld phones produce the similar impairment in performance
compared to normal driving without using a phone. This is due to
the fact that modern HMI and mobile phones are more sophisticated
to operate and require more attention than before.

3.2. Mitigation of driver distraction caused by
HMI
The problem of driver distraction as a result of HMI interruption
is regarded as a problem of human–machine interface design. One
of the proposals to solve this problem is to use the windscreen as the
interface to display the information. It is a technology known from
the military aviation called HUD (Head-Up Display). An example
of presents figure 2.

Fig. 2. Example HUD HMI in a vehicle [own study]

According to the multiple resource theory of attention [20],
humans only have limited amounts of attention available at any
given time and different tasks using the same attention resources
leads to distraction. Distraction from the primary task, i.e. driving
the vehicle, can reduce driver safety by degrading the vehicle control
(speed maintenance, lane keeping, etc.) and an object or event
detection [18]. Based on this knowledge some researchers e.g. [16]
explore alternative methods of communication to overload visual
channel. They suggest auditory, tactile or even olfactory capabilities
of the human sensual system as a new channel of communication
with driver.
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4. Survey research
In response to the challenges described above, the author of
this study conducted at the end of 2015 a survey to assess interest in
new technologies by Polish drivers and a preliminary assessment
of the phenomenon of distraction. The research was conducted on
a group of 30 drivers (10 women, 20 men) declaring possession of
driving licenses. Drivers are divided into three age groups:
a. below 25 years old – 8 respondents,
b. 26 – 50 years old – 17 respondents,
c. drivers over 51 years old – 5 respondents.
Most of respondents (67%) declared a decade of experience in
driving, and nearly 40% more than twenty years of experience. All
test responders were asked to fill out a questionnaire on their age,
sex, driving experiences, hearing and sight disabilities.

4.1. The results of drivers’ experience with
HMI
The main part of the survey concerns the current drivers’
experience with visual interfaces. The first question concerned the
knowledge and use of satellite navigation system GPS. The device
is chosen as a representative of present and future HMI. The next
question concerned the frequency of use of such a system. 90%
of the surveyed drivers declared use of this device. Among them,
about 83% said that most often use of the system by selecting a new,
unknown destination. Another question was related to the type of
GPS device. The choice was given four options: built-in vehicle,
PNA (Personal Navigation Assistant), Smartphone / Tablet, the
other device. The results of answers shown in figure 3.

Fig. 4. Drivers’ opinion of HMI distraction [own study]

4.2. Preferences and expectations of future
HMI
Furthermore, the study tried to determine the degree of
acceptance of new solutions to assist the driver in the vehicle. In
general, three-quarters of respondents accept the new information
and communication technologies in vehicles. At the same time,
more than 86 % of the respondents declared that they are interested
in receiving the information while driving about the current state
of traffic on a route and 67 % of drivers information about current
weather conditions and the state of the road surface.
Respondents were offered four possible answers to the question
related to methods of informing while driving. They were the lights
in the dashboard of the vehicle, HUD, voice messages and acoustic
signals. The question permit a multiple choice. The results of the
reply to this question is shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Drivers’ preferences of way of communication on-board
systems [own study]

Fig. 3. Types of HMI used by drivers as the navigation system [own
study]

In response to this question it was found that an increased
number of drivers has built such devices in their vehicles. The largest
group are the drivers who use the smartphone as the navigation
system. This shows that the trend in drivers’ preferences have been
changing.
The next question asked of drivers concerned the experience
with the distraction occurred as a result of interaction with the GPS
device. Several possible answers were suggested to this question, but
they were given the opportunity to write their own.
Among other causes of distraction, the first was an incoming
call on the phone or text message. Another interesting experience
was a disparity between the map and a voice prompt or the
repetition of the same message when the driver chose a different
path the one suggested by the GPS.
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The surveyed persons were also asked a question about the
preferred methods of operating these devices in vehicles. To
choose presents four options: keyboard (keys), touch screen, voice
commands, and other. The results of this study are summarized in
the chart below.

Fig. 6. Drivers’ preferences of method of operating with on-board
systems [own study]

An interesting fact is that despite the enormous popularization
of touch screen interfaces, still a large number of drivers prefer use
of a hardware buttons. Voice communication is treated as a marginal
and imprecise in the command control and communication.
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5. Conclusion
The conducted study confirmed strong interest in driver assistance
and information systems in vehicles. The development of ICT
brought the popularization and dissemination of built-in vehicle
HMI touch screens as the well as satellite navigation systems (GPS).
A large part of the respondents expect a reliable information on the
route comes the satellite navigation system. Drivers having such
information feel more confident starting new route and they can
more consciously respond to current traffic problems. However,
respondents confirm negative effect of modern HMI in vehicles. As
a result, drivers focus on the device and its interface instead of the
road scene. In this regard another research should be performed to
assess ergonomic aspects of such interfaces. Especially dangerous
seems to be the lack of consistency between visualization and
voice information. Among the causes of distraction surveys also
served the frequency of occurring alerts and their “aggressiveness”.
Another cause of distraction is an unexpected event that causes the
shift the driver’s attention. The most common cause of such events
is using a common interface to handle phone calls and text messages
(including an e-mail).
The final part of the survey questions have arisen about the
expectations of drivers associated with HMIs. The survey shows
that a large number of them are interested in innovations in the
field of visualization, however skeptical towards the possibility of
voice communication. This is an opportunity for new technologies
to allow an improvement of man - machine communication but
it is also a challenge for designers in the field of ergonomics onboard vehicles.
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ABSTRACT
The article presents the architecture of an integrated telematics system to manage mixed passenger transport services
in an urban agglomeration. The study of the railway line catchment area includes three main generators of passenger
traffic, i.e. settlement network, occurrence of economic operators generating commuting to work, presence of
commercial, administrative, cultural and educational, scientific, recreational, and religious worship centres, etc. The
study was carried out for each railway line included in the Wrocław railway node. Wroclaw is a city which has
been aspiring for many years to become an European metropolis. It is therefore necessary to look at alternative
ways of solving communication problems of residents. The system of the railway network of Wroclaw railway node
predisposes it to perform an even broader role for the city. The use of telematics tools can streamline the flow of
information. It is associated with the smoother flow of passenger flows..
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1. Introduction
One of the main factors determining the level of economic
development, both of a country as well as its individual regions
and centres, is transport. The transport subsystem provides direct
contact of people and transfer of goods [13]. Economic and technical
characteristics of transport have a huge impact on the development of
urban planning, cities and logistics, and play an extremely important
role in social and economic life of the country. They affect the
settlement network, the spatial shape of cities and settlements, the
lifestyle of the population, and the development of modern civilization
(passenger transport), and support the development of production
and trade, and influence the activities of economic operators [2]. It
is hard to imagine the normal functioning of a modern city without
an efficiently functioning transport system. Additionally, it should
be noted that transport is one of the foundations which enable the
creation and development of cities in general.
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The transport system is considered to be an ordered entirety
of all modes of transport operating in a given area. It includes all
of the fixed and circulating assets of transport, human factor and
inter-mode links as well as links of the entire transport system
with the environment and transport infrastructure of all modes of
transport, means of transport of various modes, human resources
and organizational and legal regulations [10]. The transport system
is characterized by a high degree of complexity, high dynamics,
vulnerability to distorting impacts of various external and internal
factors and limited ability to self-regulate. There are two basic types
of systems [11]:
tExternal transport systems (long range),
tInternal transport systems (short range).
As mentioned above, the transport system is a complex structure.
This means that it consists of different modes of transport in terms
of technological, technical and operational aspects. The basic modes
of transport include:
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troad transport,
trail transport,
tinland waterways transport,
tmaritime transport,
tair transport,
tpipeline transport.
The urban transport system links the city in a functional layout
and presents the urban centre as a system of interdependences
between its individual elements [13].
In urban transport, in respect of carriage of passengers, the
special role is played by road and rail transport (including trams and
the underground). There are also isolated cases of agglomerations
in which an important role in this respect is played by inland
waterway transport. This includes cities with a dense network of
canals e.g. Venice or Amsterdam. It should be noted that road and
rail transport play a dual role within urban systems. On the one
hand, they are the primary tool for moving passengers within the
centre, on the other hand, they enable communication between
the centre and its catchment area, the so-called metropolitan area
and other regions. The role of air transport is exclusively limited
to source and receive streams of travellers to and from the urban
transport system.

2. Urban transport and its needs
The development of cities is becoming more and more
dynamic. Transport needs of residents grow, similarly to the
problems of the transport system. In this respect, the forecasts are
not very encouraging because, after year 2020, more than half of
the world’s population will be living in big agglomerations. The
amount of time that we shall spend in traffic jams will increase by
60% compared to today’s situation, and the number of accidents
will increase by over 30% [1]. There still exists a chance to prevent
such a scenario, also in Wrocław. Therefore, the development of
public transport is so important. The data indicate that in total the
number of passengers in public transport has fallen by as much as
76% over the past 30 years. For this reason, public transport must
become more competitive compared to car traffic [1].
The transport needs in the territory of the city stem from the
need to deliberately link physical needs emerging within a given
spatial system with real possibilities of satisfying them [13]. The
size of these needs is dependent on the size of the building sites,
spatial layout, the nature of settlement and the suburban area
development, population and the degree of its socio-economic
activity, including the distribution of working and studying
places and the industrial and commercial functions as well as the
characteristics of external links. When considering in detail the
nature of the transport needs, it can be concluded that they are
generated in the following areas:
tmanufacturing – concern the demand for factors of production,
including personnel,
ttrading – concern the provision of the goods manufactured
for trade and then to places of individual and collective
consumption, this also applies to the movement of persons
for the purposes of trade,
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tothers - where they concern the individual needs of the
population, national defence, municipal services, cultural, scientific
and educational activities, health care, sport, leisure, etc.
Communication needs generated within urban areas and travel
resulting from them are characterized by specific properties, such as:
tConcentration on a limited area of urbanized area, which
determines a small average of travel distance,
tPrevalence, which is expressed in a high average number of
journeys and urban travel carried out per capita,
tDrive capability revealed in concentration of passenger flows
in one direction,
tIrregularity of occurrence in time and space [4].
The primary source of transport problems for large agglomerations
is the unfavourable branch structure of existing systems. Quality,
condition and generic structure of the technological infrastructure
of individual modes of transport within urban centres is another
important factor in determining the ability to create an efficient
system for transportation in an agglomeration.
The general course of action should be focused on a successive
increase in public transport participation in carriage within an
integrated transport system while reducing the share of individual
transport. These actions, in a large generalization, can be divided
into two groups [20]:
tA group of organizational and legal solutions, which include,
amongst others
tOrganizational and investment activities, which include,
amongst others
tDesign and construction of new communication routes
and reconstruction of existing ones in such a way that they
prefer public transport and enable its movement in a fluent
and faster way than in the case of individual transport,
tImplementation of a wide range of effective traffic control
systems based on telematics in the city, and their configuration
in such a way as to enable them to achieve optimum fluidity
of the public transport traffic,
tImplementation of communication solutions not very sensitive
to the existing restrictions on the transportation system.
tConstruction of interchanges performing an integrating
function both between various modes of transport operating
within an urban centre and transport system between the
very urban centre and the one servicing the catchment area
of the agglomeration.
tConstruction of parking infrastructure such as “Park&Ride”
and “Bike& Ride” combining individual and public transport
tExpansion of the existing systems of public transport
tIntroduction of modern information and telecommunications systems
tPromoting alternative ways of getting around the city.
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3. The impact of the application
of telematics tools on
the potential demand for
passenger transport services
within the city of Wroclaw on
the selected connections
The actual size of passenger streams is conditional upon many
factors that depend on the overall transport policy of the urban
centre, amongst them, firstly, on the level of integration with
public transport, the creation of alternative connections through
other branches of public transport or bringing the city closer to
the rail network.
The studying of thus defined catchment area of communication
connections in the agglomeration will cover three main generators
of passenger traffic, i.e. settlement network, occurrence of operators
that generate commuting, presence of commercial, administrative,
educational and cultural, scientific and recreational centres, and
religious worship places, etc.
Because the section Wrocław Główny – Wrocław Grabiszyn is
located in the very city centre, the data on the number of inhabitants
do not fully reflect the real potential of traffic generated through
this area. An important factor in this case is a very large number of
people who are not residents of the settlements, even in Wrocław
in general.
Route Wrocław Grabiszyn – Wrocław Muchobór. Here the
situation is fundamentally different. Most of the route runs through
areas largely isolated from urban structures, mainly by railway
infrastructure.
Table 1. Population in the catchment area of the route Wrocław
Główny – Wrocław Grabiszyn [own study]
Settlement

Number of
population in thous.

Share in the
catchment area of
line

Szczepin

23.5

Approx. 30%

Przedmieście
Świdnickie

16.8

Total

Gajowice

27.3

Approx. 50%

Powstańców Śląskich

31.5

Approx. 40%

Huby

22.9

Approx. 20%

Przedmieście
Oławskie

23.8

Approx. 15%

This section, up to the intersection with the southern ring
railroad, has a joint course with Line No. 285, therefore the
analysis shall be restricted for the rest of the section. Up to the
level crossing along Konduktorska Street, the line is surrounded
by allotments. Next, within a short distance, it goes past a housing
estate of detached houses from the east in the vicinity of Dróżnicza,
Jagodzińska and Brzozowa Streets and “Cztery Pory Roku”, a new
housing estate of multi-family residential buildings. It runs further
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past the Iwiny village from the west the section ends at Smardzów
Wrocławski railway station in the direct neighbourhood of Żerniki
Wrocławskie. Within the catchment area of the section there are
the following settlements:
Table 2. Population in the catchment area of the route Wrocław
Główny – Smardzów Wrocławski [own study]
Settlement (locality)

Number of
population in thous.

Share in the
catchment area of
line
Approx. 25%

Jagodno

2.2

Brochów

5.1

Approx.30%

Żerniki Wrocławskie

1.5

Approx. 50%

In total, the catchment area of the railway line has the
population of approximately 3 thousand inhabitants.
Route Wrocław Brochów – Wrocław Stadion. Initially, it runs
through somewhat isolated areas. Next, from the viaduct along
Buforowa Street up to junction point Wrocław Stadion, it crosses
densely inhabited areas. Within the catchment area of the section
there are the following settlements:
Table 3. Population in the catchment area of the route Wrocław
Brochów – Wrocław Stadion [own study]
Settlement

Number of
population in thous.

Share in the
catchment area of
line

Brochów

5.1

Approx. 30%

Tarnogaj

4.8

Approx. 25%

Gaj

20.0

Approx. 40%

Jagodno

2.2

Approx. 25%

Wojszyce

4.2

Approx. 25%

Ołtaszyn

5.1

Approx. 10%

Krzyki-Partynice

14.0

Approx. 25%

Borek

13.7

Approx. 50%

GrabiszynGrabiszynek

13.0

Approx. 20%

Gajowice

27.3

Approx. 40%

The analysis carried out shows that, under the adopted
assumptions, the population of residents around the catchment
area of Wrocław railway network amounts to approximately 380
thousand. This number may need to be corrected as there are places
which constitute the catchment area of more than one line and, as
such, are joint parts of sets. However, the number represents a major
percentage of the total number of population residing in Wrocław.

4. Integration of urban modes of
transport
To integrate all means of public transport, care must be taken to
coordinate simultaneously all three areas. However, these activities
in question will satisfy only people who have access to the railway,
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tram or bus stop, therefore we are talking about the above mentioned
range of about 500 metres. It is also important to make such travel
more attractive for other road users, especially for people who cover,
at least part of the route (to and from the stop), by car.
The municipal railway as a means of public transport has some
limitations. There is no possibility to build up the infrastructure in
order to enable access from any place to any district only by train.
Therefore, it so important to integrate Fast Urban Railway with
already existing or planned means of communication so that the
attractiveness of both means increases in the eyes of the passenger.
Travelling by train can be an excellent alternative in the centre of
the city and on the outskirts where there usually is congestion
in peak periods. Travellers could omit it by using Fast Urban
Railway instead of buses or trams, which often get stuck in a traffic
jam as well. However, access to further parts of the districts or
directly from the railway station to workplaces, places of learning
could complement means of transportation which are using road
infrastructure.
The coordination of urban railway should concern three types
of areas [2]:
ttechnical solutions – it is necessary to arrange interchanges
which enable passengers a safe and efficient change of means of
transport, take care of the visual information systems to facilitate
transfer for travellers, introduce facilitations for people with
disabilities
torganisational solutions – they concern the coordination of
routes, timetables so they match in terms of time and maximise
the comfort of travellers
tcommercial solutions – they involve common sales of services
- tickets for each means of transport can be purchased in one
place, preferably by means of an integrated ticket or special
urban cards
An interesting concept is to link the urban railway with car
parks. This idea is called Park&Ride system and it involves building
car parks at interchanges or close to stops where passengers can
leave their cars or bicycles and change to public transport [13].The
Park&Ride system is one of the ways to implement multimodal
urban journey, i.e. to link individual and collective transportation
during a single trip to a given place. Thus the social costs of a drive
are much smaller than during a drive to a final destination. The
benefits for users of this type of journey are encouraging: avoiding
traffic jams, faster access to places of employment or studying,
and omitting the problem of searching a parking space in the city
centre [9]. Such a system allows people living within the distance
of a few and perhaps more than a dozen kilometres to reach the
railway station, and will, therefore, be very useful on the outskirts
of cities or at stops in towns outside agglomeration.
In order to encourage passengers to use such a system of
travelling, there should be a system of benefits. An example is one
price for travel by urban railway and the parking place, where the
passenger left the car. Parking can also be completely free for people
using urban railway, and it should be available for a fee only for
other clients who wish to take advantage of the parking space. Given
increasing parking fees in the city centre, this may be a perfect
solution [9]. Another interesting proposal is the Kiss&Ride system.
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It involves the creation of parking spaces at urban railway stations
for a short-term halt. These are places independent of taxi ranks or
bus stops. This system allows to stop the car at the time of getting
off the car or picking up a passenger who was using the railway
transport. These places shall be clearly marked. This is especially
useful for parents who can drive their children to the station where
they change to train to get to school [9].
Another important factor in coordinating different means of
transport with each other is the system of information. First of all, an
easy and quick access to messages on the possibilities to change to
other means of public transport. The proposed facilitations are
touch panels at train stations and bus stops, where everyone can find
optimal connection from one place to another specifying the places
where you need to change trains for a tram or a bus. It would also
be helpful if such information was available on a single website with
simple navigation. In addition, the schedules can be supplemented
with intuitive pictograms representing the tram, the bus or the train,
which would indicate what each line is integrated with.
From the point of view of integration, it may be asserted that
telematics integrates travellers, means of transport and transport
infrastructure. Transport telematics involves multiple solutions in
which intelligent use of transport systems occur. An intelligent transport
is a set of three features integrated with each other: intelligent road,
vehicles fitted with devices maintaining a continuous exchange of
information with the devices that are installed along the transport
routes and an intelligent management centre equipped to collect data.
Systems of transport telematics use various devices and applications:
mobile networks and the Internet, radio communications systems,
geographical databases, road databases, satellite navigation systems,
devices for traffic monitoring, etc. The following presents the physical
diagram of ITS system architecture linking together the four areas:
travellers, management centre, point and linear infrastructure as well
as vehicles and their supervision.

Fig. 1. Physical architecture of ITS [8]

Usefulness of telematics in urban freight transport manifests
itself in particular in:
OLPLWLQJFRVWVRIJRRGVGLVWULEXWLRQWKURXJK
increasing productivity of goods vehicles used locally;
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increasing reliability of operations in relation to commercial
vehicles;
increasing safety;
increasing capacity of the system of urban freight transport
ZLWKRXWKDYLQJWRSURYLGHDGGLWLRQDOURDGLQIUDVWUXFWXUH 
Facilitating systems, which are part of divisional structure of
Intelligent Transport Systems, are given in the table below.
Table. 4. Structure of Intelligent Transport Systems
Number
of
services

Name of service

1

Pre-trip information

2

On-trip driver information

3

On-trip public trasport information

4

Personal information services

5

Route Guidance and Navigation

6

Transportation planning support

7

Traffic control

8

Incicdent management

9

Demand management

10

Policing/Enforcing traffic regulations

11

Infrastructure maintance Management

12

Vision enhancement

13

Automated vehicle operation

14

Longitudinal collision avoidance

15

Lateral collision avoidance
Safety readiness

17

Pre-crash restrain deployment

18

Commercial vehicle pre-clearance

19

Commercial vehicle administrative process

20

Automated roadside safety inspection

21

Commercial vehicle on-board safety
monitoring

22

Commercial vehicle fleet management

23

Public transportation management

24

Demand responsive transport
management

25

Shared transport management

26

Emergency notification and personal
security

27

Emergency vehicle management

28

Hazardous Materials and incident
notification

Electronic
Payment

16

29

Electronic financial transaction

Safety

Emergency

Public
transport

Commercial Vehicle

Vehicle

Traffic management

Traveller
information

Category
Services

30

Public travel safety
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Statistically, according to data from ITS the implementation
of the system:
tIncreases capacity of streets network by 20 – 25%
tImproves safety of road traffic (reduction of road accidents
by 40 – 80%)
tDecreases journey time and consumption of energy (by 45 –
70%)
tImproves the quality of living (reduction of gas emissions by
30 – 50%)
tImproves the comfort of travelling and conditions of drivers
in public transport as well as pedestrians
tReduces cost of managing the vehicle fleet
tReduces costs related to the maintenance and renovation of
road surface
tThe increase of economic advantages in regional[7].

5. Conclusion
Wrocław is a city which has been aspiring for many years to
become an European metropolis. The development of the city is
multifaceted in nature and relates to both economic spheres as well
as wider social and cultural areas. After many years of negligence
the transport infrastructure is subject to intensive modernisation.
However, the modernisation is confined mostly to reproducing
existing parameters a with relatively small scope of implementation
of modern functional and non-collision solutions, which represent
a qualitative change. The existing development model of the
public transport system in based solely on the use of bus and tram
connections. This is understandable since, on the one hand, the
development of existing modes of transport relying mainly on
the exchange of vehicle fleet and regeneration of the existing tram
network, is, in conditions of a developing country, a relatively cheap
solution. However, taking into account the specific characteristics
of the Wroclaw’s road network and recurrent inability to separate
public transport from other urban traffic, it must be acknowledged
that such a direction of changes does not give the chance to make
epochal changes relating to moving around the city. It is therefore
necessary to look for alternative ways of solving communication
problems of residents. There are dozens of cities in the world in
which urban railway is the backbone and constitutes the base for
the functioning of the transport system as a whole.
The application of telematics systems, which support the
integration of all modes of transport, can contribute in many economic
and social aspects to gain benefits arising from the movement of
people and material goods. The inclusion of the railway network
in the integration of urban connections can significantly affect
the environment and reduce pollution in urban areas. The current
research shows that the average speed of motor vehicles moving
within the boundaries of Wrocław is 26 km/h. Unfortunately, this is
not a factor that contributes to improving the air pollution. The mere
fact that a very large number of passenger vehicles are moving along
the streets of Wroclaw may signal that the inhabitants are dissatisfied
with the current functioning of the public transport integration.
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ABSTRACT
In production enterprises the production logistics is the most important link of the company. We particularly pay
attention to wastage and look for possibilities of reducing costs. Improvements in the production area, the supply
chain or warehouse management generate financial benefits. In order to improve the existing situation appropriate
decisions must be made and available tools must be used involving the application of “lean management” or system
tools such as telematics. The research aims to indicate that through the usage of telematics tools in the production, it
is possible to eliminate unnecessary inter-operational time from the production process. This will allow for smoother
work, elimination of wastage and the growth in the value added. The application of RFID production IT project to
accelerate and eliminate mistakes in the production of doors, to facilitate planning the purchase of raw materials and
to analyse the stock and order execution on an on-going basis is an important element..

KEYWORDS: telematics tools, production logistics, modelling, production

1. INTRODUCTION
The production logistics links the procurement logistics and the
distribution logistics by manufacturing finished goods and semifinished goods. It encompasses all processes related to procurement,
the manufacturing process into relevant goods and transferring
semi-finished goods and finished goods into warehouses” [6].
The production logistics is a sub-system of logistics where the
production determines the main activity of a production system.
It deals with a transformation of „work objects into goods through
work means and labour”[7].
An appropriately organized production logistics secures:
tfull accessibility of raw materials and materials necessary for
order execution,
tcontinuity and rhythm of the production,
tappropriate stock of work in progress and finished goods,
tstriving to shorten production cycles,
tapplication of automatic identification,
tminimization of defects.

7PMVNFr*TTVFr/PWFNCFS

An enterprise is able to achieve high results thanks to the
implementation of appropriate methods, tools and information
processes and systems accompanying the flow of goods. While
making decisions about manufacturing, solutions concerning the
flow of goods and information are being developed according to
arising needs and determinants [10].
Problems in the solutions implementation arise during the
development. In many cases the implementation of ideas depends on:
tthe type of production organization,
tthe layout of equipment taking part in the process,
tfeatures of a particular good or its design, structure, difficulties
and the type of processing technology,
tprinciples and organisation of the production supply with
materials and raw materials.
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2. The flow of materials and
stock in a production
enterprise
In most production enterprises the choice of a logistic strategy
and solutions applied largely depend on the organization of the flow
of materials. The type of production is one of the most important
factors determining the specialization and stability of a production
process. We differentiate the following productions:
tpiece production,
tsmall lot production,
tmedium lot production,
tbig lot production,
tmass production.
Organisation of production flows is the next determinant
of material flows. It denotes „the way of linking work stations
with technological operations in a production process of specific
goods” [6]. We differentiate the following forms of production:
tnon-rhythmic (non-repetitive),
trhythmic (repetitive).
The product that is manufactured in the production process is
one of factors determining the flow of materials.
Another important factor affecting the smooth flow of materials
is the location and the layout of a production hall. We distinguish
the following types of layout:
ttechnological,
tsubject-related (a production line),
tmixed,
tpermanent.
The principles of material procurement are the last determinant
of the flow organization. They are about supplying materials on the
basis of a demand or a minimal stock.
The input stock originates from supplying an enterprise with
materials and raw materials necessary for the production as well
as from the stock at suppliers.
The internal stock is created during the production process and
includes materials which have already been issued for production
and not processed, work in progress and manufactured products
which remain “on stock” of the production department” [7].
The output stock includes finished goods and the stock at
wholesalers. In practice the flow of materials and the policy of
creating the stock depend on the selection of a stock management
method namely “a pull approach” or “a push approach” [3].

3. The use of telematics tools in
a production enterprise – the
research methodology
In the examined enterprise, the awareness of the benefits
generated by the implementation of modern tools is greater and
greater. The implementation of TQM or JiT could not happen
without supporting an enterprise with integrated systems with
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appropriately selected modules. The implementation of telematics
tool in an enterprise also generates a lot of benefits and will
enhance effectiveness of the enterprise.
The main problems diagnosed in the company were as follows:
tincorrect stock levels disturbing the determination of current
purchases,
tno information about current change-overs enabling the
implementation of SMED,
tproblems with the TPM implementation and with efficiency
of machines,
tno information about current down-times.
Charts will be presented to graphically illustrate changes triggered
by factors affecting this problem. They have been prepared to generate
and show the data based on downtimes entered into the system by
means of a manifold. A list of possible downtimes in the form of bar
codes is available on each line.
Two lines L2 and L3 will be compared, where a regular production
takes place and standardization of machines allows for manufacturing
the same goods. The downtimes accounted for in the charts constitute
the total of the time of raw materials and materials missing for the
production as well as an additional service of the manifold. Chart 1
illustrates downtimes right after introduction of Impuls 5 and WMS.
It encompasses months June, July, and August of 2013.

Fig. 1. Downtimes after the introduction of Impuls 5 [own study]

The above data shows that the two lines had problems with
dealing with orders in WMS. It was caused by a bad operation of
manifolds and the lack of material carriers for orders. On L3 the
loss of time in April in respect of these operations amounted to
about 31.5 hours. It is easy to notice that L3 had more downtimes
than L2 during this period. The situation depended on the number
of changeovers also involving the need of changing the product
range on particular lines. Over three months L3 observed 413
changeovers whereas L2 had changed orders 292 times. Table 1
below presents a detailed situation from that period.
Having finished basic implementation works on Impuls 5 some
problems were solved. The production smoothness increased.
The inter-operational time was shortened due to a more efficient
operation of manifolds. Some data entered manually was replaced
with barcodes. For example:
tidentification of people,
tvarious types of defects,
tdescriptions of lines and work centres.
© Copyright by PSTT , All rights reserved. 2016
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Table 1. Downtimes after the implementation of Impuls 5 [own study]
L-2
Type of downtime

L-3
Total

NO RAW MATERIALS,
MATERIALS FOR
PRODUCTION

314

ADDITIONAL
OPERATION OF THE
MANIFOLD

732

1637

NO RAW MATERIALS,
MATERIALS FOR
PRODUCTION

146

33

ADDITIONAL
OPERATION OF THE
MANIFOLD

510

1130

NO RAW MATERIALS,
MATERIALS FOR
PRODUCTION

123

597

ADDITIONAL
OPERATION OF THE
MANIFOLD

262

Total

2013
month

1884

VI

1163

VII

247
1046

656

385

Fig. 3. Principle of RFID system operation [11]

1129

VIII

532

After a full implementation of improvements and smooth work
of interested departments we could have a look at the data again.
Despite accepting the application in March, data from the next month
April could not have been compared because organizational changes
were made. Another data generated from the system and presented in
chart 6 is for the months May, April, June, and July 2014.

Fig. 2. Chart of downtimes after improvements[own study]

Next steps in improvements would involve implementing
telematics tools in the company. The elaboration of a project of
RFID implementation in the entire logistics supply chain of an
enterprise could be an example.
The RFID technology utilises the transmission of a radio signal
of low power between a tag (an electronic system consisting of an
antenna and a chip –Fig. 3) and a reader. Radio waves transmit the
data between a reader/transmitter and an object with an attached
tag/label with an RFID device – a transponder.
The system consists of three basic elements (Fig. 4): an antenna,
a transmitter-receiver with a decoder and a transponder (a radio
location transponder device) marked as RF including written
information. The antenna transmits a radio signal activating a
tag which sends a radio signal with written information which is
received and processed in the decoder. The range of such impulse
in typical systems is 1 meter.
7PMVNFr*TTVFr/PWFNCFS

Fig. 4. Principle of passive RFID tag operation [11]

Active tags powered with a battery are used and when responding
to a signal from the antenna they transmit radio impulses of higher
power ranging a few hundred meters. These tags are programmed in
such a way so that the information could be recorded and modified
remotely. There is also an active-passive system as a combination
of the two systems. The battery is used as an external supply to an
electronic system e.g. a temperature sensor or to record data on a
chip. Thanks to waves from an external device, the information
from a chip is excited and sent to a reader.
The radio RFID system shows a lot of significant advantages as
compared to other previously used ways of automatic identification.
Thanks to RFID we may remotely read information, adverse
weather conditions do not affect the work of the system, tracing
the material flow is automated in the company. The disadvantage
is that there are problems with global standardisation. At present,
none of RFID standards is universal as the case is with bar codes.
Another disadvantage is the possibility of carrying dangerous
software on tags which may infect databases or IT systems. RFID
has no good algorithms encrypting the data in transponders so
the coding of information is risky as codes can be easily broken.
Fig. 5 presents a flowchart illustrating the flow of information
and goods on the example of a supply chain.
A computer programme will be prepared for the purposes
of managing the process of accepting orders, the production
and forwarding. It will collect and process the information from
RFID readers. The programme may be called RFID production.
Orders from a distributor are electronically sent to a producer.
They will be collected from a server through the Internet. The file
or data from the order will be entered into the RFID production
programme. An operator chooses orders for which the goods
must be produced on a particular day. In particular:
1. a summary statement – a current equivalent helps to organise
the production,
2. statements-requirements – a report showing which elements,
materials will be used for the production,
3. a statement allowing for appropriate pallet formation,
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4. a printout of labels on the product packaging – as so far,
5. a printout of double labels put on the product – a new label,
6. a printout of labels on sub-assemblies – a new label,

4. Conclusion
The changes that were made in management of the flow of
materials from the push into pull method caused shortening the
production time of orders. The production could start executing
orders without changing a weekly production plan a few times.
An enterprise began to generate profits and to meet deadlines
agreed with the customers. The preparation of telematics tools
implementation was also positively viewed by the enterprise. After
the test carried out with all participants of the chain, it should be
ascertained that the environment where RFID is to function does
not cause disturbances when applying a gate with four antennas
to control goods as well as reading by a manual terminal. Beyond
doubt, positive results of the first stage of tests do not guarantee a
success of the entire undertaking but it should be emphasized that
the RFID technology opens new possibilities for integration of this
simple logistics chain.
Statistical analyses have indicated that management
representatives in most production and commercial enterprises
declare that implementation of RFID technology to the supply chain
contributes to the growth in the turnover of 19.9%-21.2%. Whereas
the number of products sold increases by 15.5%-18.8%.
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Fig. 5. Flowchart illustrating the flow of information and goods in
the supply chain [own study]

The application of RFID and RFID production should facilitate
production processes:
taccelerate and eliminate errors in the production of finished
goods,
tfacilitate the planning of raw materials purchase,
tenable a current analysis of the stock levels and order execution.
The following equipment is needed to complete and implement
the project:
ta TT printer with an RFID module – 1 piece,
ta mobile RFID reader – 2 pieces – warehouses of finished
goods,
tRFID labels for product application – two parts,
tRFID labels for semi-products application,
tRFID labels for the application of auxiliary elements,
tdispensers, applicators of labels – 2 pieces,
tRFID production software,
taccess points – devices enabling communication between a
computer in the office and mobile RFID readers – 1-4 pieces.
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ABSTRACT
The paper deals with communication processes between ship navigators based on standard marine communication
phrases. The authors consider information exchange, message perception and interactions, e.g. negotiations. For
this purpose navigational information and communication ontologies have been complemented by elements of the
protoform theory. The considerations include inference processes, related to additional information acquisition and
negotiations. Computing with words is applied to the modelling of communication processes.

KEYWORDS: automatic communication, inference rules, computing with words, e-navigation

1. Introduction
The process of ship conduct requires constant exchange and
processing of navigational information. Whether decisions are correct
or not depends on information scope, accuracy and reliability as
well as its proper perception. Navigators steering their ships are
required to use all available means to evaluate the navigational
situation. This includes the use of equipment and ship systems,
such as AIS, ARPA, ECDIS, voice communication and others. Voice
communication is a channel for obtaining additional information
and, where appropriate, agreements. Analysis of maritime court
decisions indicates that in the event of collision, failure to establish
voice communication with the ship concerned is one of the charges
against ships involved in a collision. Bad decisions may be made due
to either a failure to establish voice communication or its improper
conduct or lack of understanding of transmitted information. At the
root of these errors may be fatigue and stress, leading to, among
others, reduction of mental toughness, reduced personal safety,
lower self-esteem and situational awareness, disorders of leadership
qualities, prolonged decision-making, but also a poor knowledge
of the English language. Hence, signalling the advisability to
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establish direct ship-to-ship communication and the automation
of communication processes can reduce wrong decisions and
consequently, avoid erroneous actions resulting in marine accidents.
This mainly applies to dangerous situations that require decisive
action to avoid a collision, or a close quarters situation, in which,
to avoid a collision, navigators of the meeting ships have to take
joint actions. These actions are referred to as last-minute maneuver
intended to avoid a collision, and when it is impossible, to minimize
its effects, and should be made in unison, as a result agreed activities.

2. Processes of communication
The concept of communication is often defined as a process of
transmission of information and interaction, or social interaction
using symbols [1, 2]. Communication takes many forms, but their
common features are the existence of at least two participants
in the process, the system of signs and a message. In this article
we are considering communication as a process of transmitting
information between a sender and a receiver through a specific
system based on ontology.
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Communication processes can also be seen in various categories,
for instance [3] as the exchange of information, message perception
and interaction, e.g. negotiations. These processes concern different
spheres of human activity, including communication at sea. The
communication process in this case may encompass:
tacquisition, processing, transfer and sharing of information
using standard devices and navigation systems.
tselective acquisition of information (the information needed
in a given situation) to determine or clarify the description,
interpretation, evaluation of the current and/or projected
situation, beliefs, desires and intentions of traffic participants,
tmechanisms of cooperation and negotiations for the safe
operation of the vessel, avoiding hazards and preventing or
limiting the effects of accidents.
In the first case, the process is wholly or largely automated.
In the other two cases, the degree of automation is much lower.
This is due to the use of voice communication as a channel for
acquisition of additional information, and in some cases, making
arrangements.
The principles of ship-to-ship and ship-to-shore communication
are governed by the relevant regulations (SOLAS Convention,
requirements and performance standards for navigation systems,
GMDSS, AIS, Admiralty List of Radio Signals, Standard Marine
Communication Phrases SMCP [6]), as well as good sea practices.
Although the regulations impose certain obligations on vessel traffic
participants, they do not eliminate the possibility of dangerous
situations, caused by failure to communicate or communication
errors: misunderstanding of a message, improper message or
misinterpretation of the information exchanged.
One can expect that due to the complexity of communication
the transformation of verbal communication into a fully automated
exchange between shipboard or land-based systems will take place
in stages:
tStage 1: human - human, through a computer system,
tStage 2: human - computer system (in both directions and at
any range)
tStage 3: computer system - computer system.
t
The system should take into account applicable regulations as
well as established practices and principles of voice communication.
IMO’s Standard Marine Communication Phrases [6] were
introduced in order to facilitate exchange of important information
by standardizing the language used in communication at sea, on
approach channels, waterways and in ports. Computing with words
is one tool enabling formal recording of messages conveyed in the
natural language and making inferences.

3. Computing with words
Computing with words is a methodology of using words to
replace numbers present in calculations and inference. This is
necessary in situations where the information is too vague to be
written with numbers alone. Some of the words of natural language,
such as much, close or safely are examples of imprecise information.
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Computing with words, therefore, allows carrying out calculations
on words and propositions taken from natural language to model
human reasoning and inference. The human brain has the ability to
manipulate perception, especially concerning shape, distance, time,
etc. described with quantities (words) imprecise in the numerical
sense.
The structure of computing with word is schematically shown
in Figure 1 [9]:

Fig. 1. Conceptual structure of computing with words [9]

The basic terms used in computing with words are the
linguistic variable and granule. The linguistic variable is a variable
whose values are not numbers, but words or statements formulated
in a natural or artificial language. [7]. The granule is a clump of
points (objects) drawn together by indistinguishability, similarity,
proximity or functionality [10]. In computing with words the
granule is a constraint of a word presented as a fuzzy constraint of
a variable. Through constraint propagation we move from premises
to conclusions, and the information is transmitted by reducing the
value of variables.
Premises written in a natural language are converted into a
canonical form. The canonical form is to reveal a fuzzy constraint
hidden in a proposition p, which can be written as:
p oX is R

(1)

where:
R is a fuzzy constraint and X is a variable being constrained.
Constraint propagation, which is a form of inference for fuzzy
constraints, leads to conclusions in the form of induced fuzzy
constraints, which are then processed by linguistic approximation
to a natural language.
In the system of automatic communication we consider the
exchange of information as well as the perception of a message and
interactions. For correct interpretation of transmitted messages and
formal description including interactions, we need an ontology of
communication.
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4. Ontology
Ontology refers to a common understanding of a given field [5],
which can be used as an aid in solving problems of communication
and cooperation.
We intend to use the concept of ontology understood as the
formalization of knowledge of marine navigation to standardize
the meaning of navigational terms and imprecise terms, to be able
to build an acceptable method of communication. However, this
communication and correct “understanding” of the information
transmitted between navigators (ship-to-ship), as well as in shipto-shore exchanges is intended to be automatic communication
through the system, such as the one described in the article [4].
Two areas were comprised when creating the ontology:
navigational information and communication, plus an interface, as
shown in Figure 2

etc. [4]. It is defined as a system (with or without software) for
connection, cooperation and exchange of signals of the particular
form between devices connected through that system, in compliance
with the relevant technical specification.
The interface and navigational information are not sufficient
to interpret the meaning of information, as a non-standard word
or phrase (imprecise term) in the transmitted information may
occur, so the ontology of communication is essential.
The program Protégé is a tool for building an ontology. It is used
for object modelling, supports the process of designing ontologies,
databases and complex formal models. Presented below is a sample
of the ontology operating in the Protégé program. The fragment
includes three main planes and individual entities. Instances, defining
the individual words - elements in the class, are assigned to each
entity.

Fig. 3. Ontology in the Protégé program, including instances [own study]

5. Processes of inference
The system of automatic communication, being developed for
the shipping industry, uses the model communication processes
depicted in Figure 4 [4].
Fig. 2. Diagram of an automatic system-system communication
[own study]

The ontology of navigational information is created on the
basis of the standard marine communication phrases [6], divided
into external (ship-to-ship) and internal phrases for onboard
communication. Navigational terms are divided into entities (the
main classes) and instances (elements belonging to individual sets).
The communication ontology presently in the process of creation
is based on the fuzzy logic theory and the protoform theory [8]. With
fuzzy logic we can formally define imprecise and ambiguous terms,
which are often used in verbal language, e.g. low risk, good situation.
The interface, linking navigational information with the ontology
of communication, incorporates types of messages: question, request,
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Fig. 4. Diagram of the communication process [4]
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Let us consider two cases:
tthe system identifies a situation that requires establishing
communication,
tthe system is called by another ship (by receiving a message).
After the received message is interpreted using the ontology
of navigational information and communication ontology, the
data are transmitted to the Communication Inference block. The
input data to this block are messages received from another ship
or a coast station in the text form (natural language) as well as
data from shipboard systems. If input data are crisp, performed
inference is of classical type using the knowledge base. If input
data include imprecise terms, the data are presented in the form
of fuzzy values, used in the premises. Inference is based on fuzzy
rules and the rules of computing with words and makes use of
the knowledge base containing the collision regulations. After
making a linguistic approximation we obtain conclusions that
will be generated as a message to be sent to the ship or the coast
station concerned, in the form of a text (natural language) or as
suggested actions (maneuvers). Inference processes taking place
in this block are shown in the diagram, Figure5.

Table summarizes the communication represented by the above
dialog. Once the situation is determined (navigational situation
recognition) by the automatic communication system, it identifies
the need to establish communication. The system on ship A
generates a message and transmits it to ship B, specifying additional
information (position fi lambda, distance 10Nm) and a question
about the intentions of ship B. After the response is received, it is
interpreted and inference is made. The message from ship B delivers
crisp data, which activates classical inference based on implications
from the knowledge base. A message is now prepared to inform
ship B on intention of own ship (“I will pass you on your port side”).
As a feedback, the system obtains information on the distance that
ship B wishes to maintain clear of other ships. Inference is activated
again, this time to consider possibility of satisfying the conditions
of the target ship, and another message confirming the intended
manoeuvre is generated.
Incoming message

Activity / action

2XWFRPLQJPHVVDJH

-Inference from navigational
situation recognition
-Generation of a message
$9HVVHOLQSRVLWLRQ¿
ODPEGDGLVWDQFH1P7KLV
LVPY1DYLJDWRU
-Transmission of a message
:DLWLQJIRUDQVZHU
%7KLVLVPY6HLVPLF

-Receipt and analysis of a
message
-Communication inference
-Generation of a message

Fig. 5. Diagram of inference processes in communication [own study]

The knowledge base includes:
tthe data on navigational situation from shipboard systems,
continuously stored in the knowledge base; these are accurate
data and are the basis for preliminary inference,
tknowledge base derived from the Collision Regulations,
texperts’ knowledge
tbase of rules used during inference; these are the rules of
fuzzy inference and rules from computing with words,
tother, e.g. decisions of the ship’s watchkeeping navigator.

6. Example
Let us consider an encounter situation with ships A and B. Ship
A is underway, ship B is adrift. There is good visibility and no other
ships in the vicinity. Ship B is drifting on ship’s A planned route. A
simplified example dialog in this situation, may go like this:
A: Vessel in position fi lambda, distance 10 Nm. This is m/v
Navigator.
B: This is m/v Seismic.
A: What are your intentions?
B: I am drifting.
A: OK. I will pass you on your port side
B: OK, I advise you to keep minimum distance of 1 Nm from me
because I am repairing my towing gear.
A: OK, I will follow.
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$:KDWDUH\RXULQWHQWLRQV"

-Transmission of a message
:DLWLQJIRUDQVZHU
%,DPGULIWLQJ

-Receipt and analysis of a
message
-Communication inference
-Generation of a message
$2.,ZLOOSDVV\RXRQ
your port side
-Transmission of a message
:DLWLQJIRUDQVZHU
%2.,DGYLVH\RXWRNHHS
minimum distance of 1
Nm from me because I am
repairing my towing gear
-Receipt and interpretation of
a message
-Communication inference
-Generation of a message
$2.,ZLOOIROORZ

-Transmission of a message

The above processes are modelled in the Matlab environment
and systematically implemented in the programming language
C++.
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7. Conclusion
One of the causes of marine accidents is the lack of or inadequate
communication between the navigators on board. Automation of
the communication processes can help eliminate or reduce these
shortcomings. Rapid development of information technology and
knowledge engineering provide opportunities for creating automatic
communication systems. The ongoing work is aimed at developing
information and communication ontologies and knowledge base
covering inference processes for obtaining additional information
and negotiations. Computing with words is used for modelling these
processes.
The article analyzes processes of communication between
navigators. This issue takes on additional importance in the case
of unmanned remote controlled vehicles, autonomous vehicles
in particular. Designers of automatic communication systems for
such craft can use solutions proposed for manned ships.
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ABSTRACT
Cameras and radio communications aerials placement on the few tens of meters high tower enables broad observation
and analysis of the situation in a significant surrounding, enabling even installation of the mobile communications
systems for own observation systems needs as well as for other goals. Article presents multifunctional mast construction
– called metamast – enabling multi-variant observation and communications equipment, which can be fitted
appropriately to local and functional user needs. Energy-related autonomy of the metamast, based on the renewable
sources, allows easy installation in places with hindered access to electric grid. Possibilities of metamast usage for
various important applications of intelligent systems area, mainly related to traffic control and it’s security, on the basis
of detailed information concerning traffic and road state and conditions are described. Underlines also the meaning of
the facilitated communications between driver, vehicle, road side equipment and mentioned telematic systems.

KEYWORDS: intelligent transport, renewable energy, electronic communication

1. Introduction
Truss tower constructions are commonly applied for wireless
telecommunications purposes. At the same may they be a bearing
structures for observation equipments and various sensors
systems and as a such ones, may be effectively utilized for various
functionalities in ITS. Obviously a devices installed on the towers
needs to be continuously supplied with electric energy, usually of a
limited, relatively not so high power. One of the possible solutions
in such a case tower installations equipped with a wind turbines,
obviously supported by emergency power source (Emergency power
may be taken from t.ex. battery bank, motor generators or solar
panels). An evident value of such a solution is that a main source of
the energy is renewable one, not offensive against environment and
enabling installations in the places with limited access to the electric
grid. Such a construction shall we call further as a “metamast”.
An example of the construction with vertical wind generator is
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presented on the fig. 1 (Metamast builded near Doktorce (Poland)
by Towernet System Ltd.).

Fig. 1. Metamast near Doktorce (Poland) [own study]
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2. A metamast idea
A metamast is a construction of information and
telecommunications devices bearing tower, equipped with an
autonomous energy source, based on wind powered electric
supply system. It allows to locate a construction at almost any
place, especially isolated areas, separated from electric grid
and support with communications and observations means –
among other – intelligent services in transport domain.

2.1. Basic tower construction and power
supply system
Fig. 3. Block diagram of the metamast ICT arrangement [3]

A metamast is a truss tower 47,5 m high, composed from four
parts of descending dimensions. It has a form of the equilateral
triangle with sides 6,7 m long at the ground and 2,6 m at the
top. There is situated a tubular stem with front place for a turbine
fastening. Height of the complete construction attain 56 m. A basic
version of the metamast consists also a necessary maintenance and
monitoring system appropriate to the construction settlement and
surrounding environment.
A structure of the metamast’s power supply system is typical,
but it’s specific configuration is derived from economic calculation
of power sources installation and exploitation costs, as well as
from – in some extend – quantity of installed power. Such a typical
universal structure is presented on Fig. 2, in which, depending
on needs and circumstances, arrangement may be limited to the
rationally necessary elements.
,Q UHDO SURMHFWV FRQFHUQLQJ WKH DQDO\]HG DSSOLFDWLRQV RQH FDQ
XWLOL]HDOUHDG\FROOHFWHGPXOWLDQQXDODQGPXOWLDSSOLFDWLRQSUDFWLFDO
experience
Estimated energy to be wined from the wind (optionally
completed by solar energy system) in discussed constructional
solution of the metamast will be about 75 MWh by year. But typical
amount of the energy needed by for example cellular BTS computed
with maintenance and monitoring system attains a level of 120
MWh/year. In the case of deficiency of power grid accessibility, lack
of energy will be covered from motor generator.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the telecommunication mast power system [2]
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2.2. Observation systems
In the ITS applications observation and monitoring solutions
are broadly applied, especially by video systems, but even by
radiolocation and acoustic ones.
Generally for video observation are used day light cameras,
night vision devices and thermo-sensitive cameras. Those enables
observation of the occurrence and movement of living beings,
as well as mechanical ones, but even weather and environmental
occurrences, like for example precipitations, fogs or fires.
Compete observation systems includes dedicated information
applications enabling automatic situation analysis: detection of
moving objects, their identification with accuracy up to details,
such as recognition of the number plates. Obviously the aim of
a such observation is to bring on the proper activities in the
scope of observation function (for example dangers elimination
or preventive activities).The results of observations are usually
registered, creating data documentation for possible prosecution
actions or analytic researches.
On the market there is a wide range of the observation means
and systems presenting technologically matured solutions.
Other technology applicable for detection of the objects
in interesting surroundings are a noise radar systems. For the
“illumination” of the objects is use a noise signal generated by
own transmitter. It allows for reliable determination not only
location and speed of the object, but even some its meaningful
distinctive features, for example the shape. With an emitted
signal of the range of 100 mW moving objects can be detected
from the few kilometres long distance (Noise radars are still in
the experimental and research state and have not yet a great
practical dissemination (See [5]).
From the ITS point of view, noise radars can be used in anticollision systems, traffic detection, recognition and penetration of
the inaccessible objects, detection of the living beings in formally
inaccessible or covered places. A valuable feature of the noise
radar is the possibility of implementation of function, enabling
description of the object localization in geographic coordinates.
It is worth to mention, that besides of upper discussed direct
monitoring systems, there exist also systems of indirect ones,
which are constructed for collection of information from remote
groups of sensors and gauges arranged in the area of observation,
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while data from its are transmitted to the processing and usage
point. Such a systems are called wireless sensor network. Just a
towers, seems to be suitable for such a networks.

2.3. Applicable wireless telecommunications
technologies
For information exchange and distribution necessary for ITS
telematic applications, various electronic telecommunications
technologies are used.
Due to possibilities of communications among moving objects,
people and/or them and surroundings, wireless technologies plays
more and more important role. Those technologies, broadly offered
in the market, are functionally and applicable diversified. A list of
main, most widely distributed is shown in Tab. 1.
For the specific transport telematic needs a choice is dependent
of transmission range and speed (bitrate) - it is worth to point,
that too big range is often not acceptable. More, in some cases it is
necessary to have limited range
Tab. 1. Transmission ranges and speeds of the most popular
wireless technologies
Bitrate
Technology

Range

UL
Range
dependent on
bandwidth

RFID (RadioFrequency
Identification)

0,5 to 6 m

125 kHz, 1MHz,
2,4 or 5,8 GHz

Bluetooth

1 to 100 m

2,4 GHz

21 kb/s to
40 Mb/s

21 kb/s
to 40
Mb/s

Range
dependent on
power

IrDA (infrared)

1m

850 – 900 nm

115 kb/s
or 4 Mb/s

115 kb/s
or
4 Mb/s

Range to
visible
distance

35 to 330 m

0,915 or 5,8
GHz

0,5 or 1
Mb/s

0,5 or 1
Mb/s

Applications in
ITS (EFC)

50 m, 1 km,
35 km

0,900 or 2,1
GHz

0,384 – 21
Mb/s

0,384 –
21 Mb/s

Range of picomikro- and
makrocell

GSM/HSDPA
(High Speed
Downlink Packet
Access)

6 to 35 km

0,900 or 2,1
GHz

21,6 Mb/s

GSM/HSUPA
(High Speed
Uplink Packet
Access)

6 to 35 km

0,900 or 2,1
GHz

GSM/HSCSD
(High Speed
Circuit Switched
Data)

6 to 35 km

0,900 or 1,8
GHz

57.6 kb/s

14.4
kb/s.

HSPA (High
Speed Packet
Access)

0,900 or 2,1
GHz

14,4
Mbit/s

1,92
Mb/s.

HSPA+ (Evolved
High Speed
Packet Access)

0,900 or 2,1
GHz

42 or 56
Mb/s

11 or 22
Mb/s

DSRC
(Dedicated
Short Range
Communications)

3G (UMTS)
(Universal Mobile
Telecommunications
System)

Part of UTMS
standard

5,76
Mb/s

LTE (Long Time
Evolution)

ca. 1 km (to
5 km)

0,800, 1,8 or
2,1 GHz

to 300
Mb/s

to 50
Mb/s

LTE-A (Long
Time Evolution
Advanced)

to 1 km

0,800, 1,8 or
2,1 GHz

to 1 Gb/s

to 500
Mb/s
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2 to 11 GHz

to 175
Mb/s

Ca. 2
Mb/s
(to 75
Mb/s)

Practically
in Poland - 4
Mb/s

TETRA
(TErrestrial
Trunked Radio)

ca. 10 km

380 to 933
MHz

Speech:
2,4 – 7,2
kb/s Data:
9,6 – 28,8
kb/s

Speech:
2,4 – 7,2
kb/s
Data: 9,6
– 28,8
kb/s

Public services,
security

GSM (Global
System Mobile)

ca. 35 km

900,1800 i
1900 MHz

GSM/GPRS
(General Packet
Radio Service)

ca. 35 km

400, 900
i 1800 MHz

30 to 80
kb/s

30 - 80
kb/s

GSM/EDGE
(Enhanced Data
Rates for GSM
Evolution)

ca. 35 km

400, 900
i 1800 MHz

236 kb/s

236 kb/s

GSM-R (GSM
Railway)

ca. 35 km

400, 900 i 1800
MHz

Bands 2 x
4MHz

Bands 2
x 4MHz

Radioline

From
hundreds m
to tens km

7 – 76 GHz

Few Mb/s
to Gb/s

Few
Mb/s to
Gb/s

9,6 - 57,6
kb/s

Applications in
railways

3. Possible applicability in ITS

Remarks

Bandwidth
DL

10 km

WiMAX

Part of UTMS
standard

At the contemporary state of technology and knowledge, about
the efficiency and quality of the transport systems functioning
decides – beside the state of infrastructural modernization (for
example road qualities, dimensions of the transport network and
coverage of the territory, rolling stocks etc.) – more and more
their equipment with solutions based on various information and
telecommunications technologies. Implementation of those
technologies brings many transport processes improvements in the
areas of traffic and journey efficiency, their security, economy of use
and comfort. As the example there can be enumerated [6]:
tmore intensive harness of the existing infrastructure and
rolling stocks,
tincrease of economic effectiveness and competiveness in all
the branches of transport,
tincrease of the traffic security level,
treduction of the environmental pollution,
tenhancement of the cooperation among all the sides interested
in transport processes,
tmultimodal transport development,
tfacilitation of the infusion into globalization and integration
processes especially in transport systems area.
IT methods and tools introduction obviously needs
implementation of many technical elements necessary for
acquisition, processing and delivering of adequate, current and
credible data. Now, the systems constructed for transport information
management and informatics support of the transport [6, 7], mutually
compatible and complementary – even possibly geographically
seamless – becomes a integral elements of the land, maritime and
aerial transport systems.
A information and data which can be acquired from the
adequately equipped metamast are:
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tmeteorological data concerning for example weather conditions,
weather depending state of roads (rain, snow, ice, mist, fog etc.)
for weather alerts,
ttraffic data like numbers and types of vehicles moving or
passing some places, vehicles characteristics concerning speed,
dimensions, types etc.,
tinformation about incidents like crashes, accidents, collisions,
congestions, overstepping of regulations, times of travels, times
of waiting (in points of fee payments, border crossings, ferries,
etc.),
tobservations of selected parts of road, roads infrastructural
elements, video-detection, number plates recognition, living
beings detection and others.
For possible functional utilities in transport telematic systems
metamast installations may be useful mainly in transport operations
at junctions of roads and railways, travellers service points, toll
collection points, harbours and small airstrips. The most important
systems and processes of application are as follows:
ttraffic control,
tsecurity services,
tinformation support of the drivers and travellers,
tinformation delivering to the services and centres attributable
to the transport system functioning.
For illustration of the question below are presented some
selected examples of the mast-based systems in mentioned areas
of ITS applications.
The Pomeranian Metropolitan Railway (PKM) route is served by
6 telecommunications masts supporting traffic control system ETCS
level 2, responsible for automatic supervision of trains movement.
As in this system traffic control is based on permanent bidirectional
information exchange, radio links between trains and traffic control
means will be realised by GSM-R connections. GSM-R signals will
be transmitted from on the mast installed antennas directionally
only along the trains routes. Locations of the masts, their number
and heights (four of 32,5 m one of 22,5 m and one of 48 m) are
selected as to cover whole trains routes.

Fig. 4. Telecommunications mast in PKM traffic control system [own
study]

In Tri-City (Gdańsk, Gdynia, Sopot) the masts are not only in
PKM system. A 40 m high GSM-R mast is installed in Kamienny
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Potok (Sopot) as one of 54 planned in “E 65/C-E 65 Modernization
Project” for the railway line Warsaw – Gdynia.
Other related sample applications in ITS are installations
for road, their sides and traffic visual observation. There can be
mentioned:
tVisual systems for incident detection and parking monitoring
on Saxon highways. For image processing are utilized mainly
stochastic, non-typical characteristics in visual data. Those
systems are standing out in terms of independency from
weather conditions and lightning and low requirements
concerning exactness of camera direction.
t A system of vehicle driving security assessment based on the
analyse of the moving vehicles video images sequence. An
intelligent device connected to 3G cellular network collects and
sends sensors data – video images streams, vehicles speeds and
accelerations, as well as theirs GPS detected positions. It allows
to determine distances between vehicles by simple geometric
calculations.
tMarine intelligent transport systems comprising water born
traffic control in the ports areas and their surroundings. Such
a system for example controls ships traffic on VTS Gulf of
Gdansk. The system works mainly on visual information from
network of shore observation by CCTV cameras, supported
with five shore radars, automatic ships identification system
(AIS), radio direction finders (RDF) hydro-meteorological
sensors and mandatory reports by VHF radio.
tNumerous various road users protection systems based on
image processing intelligent systems.
Obviously, almost similar methods of traffic and security control
are applied in air transport processes.

4. Conclusion
The metamast installation may become an useful infrastructural
element supporting possibility of implementation of various telematic
functionalities and applications which can be active primarily in
metamast area of visibility and influence. Its energetic self-sufficiency
allows to easy installation and implementation in arbitrary place,
what is especially advantageous just in case of transport network
spread localisations.
Cameras location on few tens meter high tower brings the
possibility of a broad observation of transport systems activity and
conditions of roads network and its surrounding, including weather state.
Simultaneous placement on the tower mobile communication
means brings opportune situation for creation of easy communication
between drivers, travellers, vehicles, road infrastructure elements
and systems of traffic control and transport processes security and
comfort.
Obviously, a scope of the telematic functionality of the
metamast installation in each particular case have to be mutually
related with the place of location, more precisely – with informative
needs of the area in sense of transport processes applications,
wireless telecommunications and related possible functionalities in
environmental problems.
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The metamast, as even the source of electric energy, may serve
also as a place enabling electric vehicle charging.
As main places and areas of metamast installation can be
pointed between other:
tbig road crossings,
tsmall airports and harbors,
tenergetically isolated Passengers Service Points,
ttoll collection points,
tplaces of borders surveillance,
tfilling and battery loading stations
especially situated in locations with difficult access to electric grid.
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